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Io SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
GENERAL ACTIVITIES 
1. Days agents spent in office--------------------------144 
2. Days agents spent in field------------------------~------320 
3. Days agents worked----------------------------------474 
4. Miles agents traveled-----------------------------13,816 
5. Farm visits------------------------------------------951 
60 Different farms vi si ted----------------------------392 
7. Office calls at agents• office----------------------917 
8. Telephone calls at agents• office---....!-------------------616 
9. Meetings held or attended-------------------------~------162 
10. Attendance at these meetings-----------------------------4,512 
llo Number communities in Ydlich extension work was conducted---41 
12. Number farmers conducting demonstrations------------------100 
13. Number club members conducting demonstrations--------------200 
14. Number voluntary leaders assisting with extension program--237 
PROJECT ACTIVITIES AND Rl!SULTS 
AGRICULTURAL IOC!ONOMICS 
9 outlook meetings held, 428 people attending; outlook also presented to 18 FHA. 
clients at 1 meeting. Agents cooperated with four farm credit agencies in loan-
ing $323,119.51 to 337 farmers for their third post-war production year. 20 of 
45 FHA farm ownership borrowers have completed paying for their farms. Approxi-
mately 150 farmers aided in planning to best meet post-war production. l Land-
lord-Tenant relationship project followed up. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
1232 farms connected on 140 miles of rural electric lines in 1948, now making 
total.s of 2855 farms on 675. 7 miles of rural lines in tlil.e county. 2 Freezer-
locker plants serving county, in which 177 ,ooo pounds of meat were cured for 
Saluda farmers in 1948. Aid furnished 2 farmers in stocld.ng 3 farm pondso 93 
district farm plans written covering 9,250 acres; now have 'total of 1,005 farms 
in soil conservation program. 4,450 acres farmer-built terraces constructed in 
19480 Cooperative purchase of $12, 750000 power machinery for clearing pasture 
land ma.de in 1948. This equipment worked 1,206.75 hours. Held 1 tractor opera-
tors school for 203 peopleo 46 farm building plans furnished, 4 reinforced con-
crete silos holding 262 tons built. 4 farmers built Grade 11A" dairy barns in 
1948. 2 di tching-wi th-dynamite demonstrations held and l farmer aided with irri-
gation problems in 1948. 2 modern seed cleaning maclm.nes operating in the coun~. 
AGRONOMY 
Crops and fertilizers discussed at all outlook meetings, 164 soil samples taken 
for 16 farmers. 2 farmers aided in applying for seed certification service. 10 
5-acre cotton records completed showing average of 777 lbs. lint per acre at an 
average cost of 14.13¢ per lb., about 3,000 more bales cotton ginned in 1948 than 
in 1947. 3 gi.nners furnished free classing service to their customers following 
a &li.th-Doxe7 Act publicity meeting attended by 1300 18 ~brid corn demonstrations 
completed, showing an average yield of 35.28 bushels per acrao 1 corn production 
demonstration completed yielding 48 bushels per acre and costing 82.3¢ per bushel 
to produce. 
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2 oats production demonstrations completed with an average yield of 41 • .5 bushels 
per acre costing 52.1¢ per bushel. 2 annual lesped za hay demonstrations com-
pleted showed an average cost per ton of $15.150 1,351½ tons of phosphate and 
1,819 tons lime sold through ACP. ,nnter grazing campaign successful, with 16 
farmers completing top-dressing demonstrations on 88 acres with an average cost 
per acre of $18.97 and average cost per cow p~r day of 4046¢ o 40 tons of TVA am-
monium. nitrate distributed in the fall for top-dressing demonstrations. 1-day 
grazing school attended by 2000 Now have an estimated 8,500 acres improved pas-
ture in the county o 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
2 purebred beef 1:ulls placed in the county in 1948. Aided 45 people in · getting 
215 hogs vaccinated against hog cholera, helped 40 people treat swine for wormso 
177,000 lbs. of Saluda County meat cured in 2 freezer locker plants serving the 
county. 11 people aided in vaccinating 155 calves against blackleg. Gave 7 bur-
dizzo, 2 calf dehorning, 1 calf deworming, and 1 delousing demonstrationso 20 cars 
surplus Irish potatoes obtained for livestock feeding demonstrations. 
DAIRYING 
Placed 4 purebred dairy bulls and 11 purebred dairy heifers in the county in 19480 
3 bulls sold for $335.00 and 19 heifers sold for $1,560.oo. 1.55 farmers received 
$102,339.00 for a total of 2,246,000 lbs. of fluid milk sold to Borden Company's 
Newberry plant, an increase of 567,142 lbs. sold for $258,388.870 2 new routes es-
tablished in 1948 to this plant, making a total of 5 routes covering over 75% of the 
county. .Also, a ne1v Grade 11A" route started in 1948 on which 3 patrons sold 139,732.8 
lbso milk for $9,891.92. · 
ENTOMOIDGY AND PLANr PATHOLOGY 
1 cotton seed treatment demonstration conducted using new chemicals, unusual amount 
of wilt noted in 1948. 306 farmers treated sweet potato seed, orchard spray sched-
ules furnished €:/:J farmers. Intensive cotton insect control campaign waged with satis-
factory results. Weekly boll weevil infestation counts made for 7 weekso Sabadillo 
dust, rotenone, Smear 63 in common use in _the county. Severe outbreaks of army worms 
in July controlled with new cotton dusts-approximately 1000 acres seriously damaged. 1 
cotton field damaged by 2,4-D. Rat control campaign staged in Febru.ary with 321 orders 
for poison bait delivered. Very little chemical defoliation of cotton in 1948. Ceresan 
treatment for cotton and small grain seeds now general in the county due to previous 
Extension . ork. 1 queen breeder aided, 2 transferring demonstrations heldo 
FORESTRY 
38,000 free pine seedlings placed with 7 landowners. 1 planting demonstration at-
tended by 24. 4-H members received 6 cork oak acorns for planting. 15 woodland exam-
inations made by foresters covering2,399 acres with 327 acres marked for selective cut-
ting. 20 fanners supplied with pulpwood and timber marketing informat:i.ono 3 entries 
in 5-acre pulpwood contest, 2 completing r cords. County sawmill list brought up-to-
date. 
4-H CLUB ORK 
226 4-H club boys enrolled in 9 clubs completed 84 demonstrations valued at $11,317.06 
and showing a total profit of $4,118.510 Polio situation cancelled summer encampmento 
4 exhibits at Newberry County Fair, 16 at State Fair, and 12 at Augusta Fair won 
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$108027 in prizes on 33 placings. Organized and trained a 4-H livestock judging 
team, placing 6th in district eliminations0 130 members attended county-wide rally 
in May. 3 purebred dairy calves placed with club boys 0 
HORTICULTURE 
1 swoet potato hotbed demonstration completed producing 1,250 plants per bushel. 2 
prt.m.ing demonstrations held. 2 orders placed for home orchard trees. Only 88 cars 
commercial peaches shipped from the county in 1948, compared to 550 cars in 19470 
MARKETING 
Aid given in cooperative marl{eting. Miscellaneous .marketing aid furnished in pur-
chasing $33,763.56 and selling $104,531.40 worth of commodities for fa.rmerso 
POULTRY 
2 farmers dressing their poultry w.i.th mechanical pickers. 75 farmers aided in in-
sect, and disease control among their flocks. 1 R.O.Po breeder aided. Turkey produc-
tion much lower in 1948. 
VISUAL INSTRUCTION 
&:tension Film strips shown to 4,871 rural people at 140 meetings. Charts, maps, 
photographs and slides used in 1948 in promoting .Elctension work. 
PUBLICITY 
1,753 individual letters written 0 96 circular letters prepared with 36,81.l copies 
mailed. 35 weekly news columns and 4 special news items printed. 5,268 bulletins 
and circulars distributed. 43 weekly 10-minute radio programs given in 19480 1 
recorded program made for statewide use. 
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II. VOLUNTARY RURU. LEADERS:IIP 
COUNTY, COJ. IDNITY ID NEIGHBORHOOD ORG TIZJ TION OF VOLUNTEER 
ND HOME LE.LDERS 
lo County .... ,ricultural CoJlll!littee 
Ao Selection of MCl'!lbers 
With the inauguration of the Extension Service Better Far.n Livi."lg Progr 
in 1940, S<J.l.uda County was organized into 41 small co:m:nunities (synono ous 
l'd.th neibhborhoods), and voluntary community leaders were selected at a 
meeting held in each CO!!l!!luni ty. These comm.unity leaders from all communi-
ties met and selected a County ricultural Committee to supplant the old 
County Planning Board. Representatives of other agricultural a 6encies in 
the cqunty were t..rien added., The few changes in membership of tl:e Saluda 
County .Agricultural Cornm:i ttee made since that time -were made jointly by 
the County Farm and Home ents in consultation w.ith the officers of the 
Com•:d ttee . These changes were made to replace deceased members or members 
l'lho had resigned because of their health or because of a pennanent chang 
of residence to socre other countyo 
B. Present Mcobership 
1. Fii11 Committee-Follom.ng are listed the names, addresses and co:m:cru.ni-
ties of the members of the Saluda County gricultural Co:rnr:d.ttee for 1948. 
NAME ADDRESS 
J. Co ili.ley R-1, Saluda, S. Co 
J o Po llurpby Ridge Spring, S. C. 
Ben L • .Able Saluda, S . Co 
Claude Lo Ber ry a.rd, S. C. 
:.frs o Anna Black Saluda, S . C. 
Oo W. Black, Jro Saluda, S . C. 
Mrs . Jo E. Boatwright Monetta, S . C. 
Mr.. D. P. Burnett R-2 , Saluda, S. Co 
:tilrs . Hoyt C. Burnett R-2, Saluda, S. Co 
H. J . Coleman ,R-5, Saluda, s. Co 
l!rso R. W. Coleman R-5, Saluda, S. C. 
E. Lo Corl ey R-4, Saluda, S. Co 
J . s. Corley Saluda, S . c. 
M. Gary Crout R-4, Leesville , S . c. 
Mrs •• W. Dorn Saluda, S. Co 
Ho J. FoITest Saluda, S. C. 
Mrs . Jim:nie Goff R-1, Saluda, S . Co 
Mrs o A. J. Gregory Saluda, So C. 
Mrs . Mary Helen Bl ackwell R-5, Saluda, S . C. 
J o L. Grigsby, Jr . R-4, Saluda, S . Co 
Mrs . Co So Holmes ·R-1, Johnston, S. C. 
Mrs . J . w. Hipp Saluda, S. Co 
Barbara Je...n. Jennings Saluda, So Co 
Davis J. J ennings ard, S. c. 
Mrs o Jani.es Langford R-3, Saluda, s. c. 
Ho R. long .R-2 , Prosper i t:r, s. Co 
Mrs. Lo Bo Maff ett R-2, Saluda, So Co 
Fred Mills R-2, Prosper i t y, S . c. 
:urs. J o L . OXner R-2, L esville , S. C9 
CO IDNITY 
Holly-,rood (Chairman) 











Saluda (F . H.A.) 
Del.mar 
Trinity 












Holly"rrood (4- H Boys) 
Delmar 
Mrs. Uaxie Padgett 
George D. Rankin 
R. L . Ranldn 
J. Ao Satcher 
Wo Ho ...>tuckey 
H. Ea Unger 
J. Ao Jordan 
H. B. Vlhi. te 
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'Batesburg, s . c. 
R-5, Saluda, S. Co 
R-5, Saluda, S. Co 
~':ard, s. c. 
Ridge Spring, s. Co 
Saluda, s. Cci 
Saluda, s. c. 
Saluda, S . C. 
Fairview 






Saluda (County Forest Ranger) 
2 . Sub-Cammi ttees-The various sub-comrni ttees of the Saluda County Agricul-




The Executive Committee members are: 
Claude Lo Berry 
Mrs . Jo E. Boatwright 
Ho Ro Long 
The Fam Labor Sub-Committee members 
Mrso J . E. Boatwright 
E. L. Corley 
Ho R. 
The Fijrestry 3.lb-Committee 
J . C. Riley 
Ho E. Unger 
Long 
consists 
James s. Corley 
Jo P. Murphy 
J . Co Riley 
Vfo Ho Stuckey 
are: 
J . P. Murp}v 
J. C. Riley 
of: 
R. L. Rankin 
J. o Jordan 
d . The Veterans .Advisory Collllili ttee is composed of the folloTl:i.ng: 
Mrs . J . E. Boatwright B. Lo Able 
E. L. Corley 
e. The Marketing Sub-Comrri.ttee of the County gricultural Committee as 
ele.Eted are : 
Mrs o Mary Helen Blackwell Claude L. Berry 
. Ho R. Long 
f . The 4-H Sub-Cammi ttee members are: 
Fred Mills J . Co Riley 
Ml'So James LanGford Mrs. D. Po Burnett 
Barbara Jean Jennings 
g. The Demonstration Planning Sub-Concni ttee members are: 
Bo L . ~ ble J . C. Riley 
·R. Lo Rankin 
Co Duties and R.esponsibili ties of County • gricul turaJ. Comnri. ttee 
The duties of the Saluda County Agricultural Comr:d.ttee are to aid district 
and county farm and home agents in developing the Extension Service Pro-
gram. of · ork for the county a They act in an advisory capacity in carrying 
out the various Extension programs in Saluda County and also in the plcill-
ning and promoting of other projects relating to agricultureo Th respon-
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sibili ties of the County .a1gricul tural Comnri ttee, w.i. th its various sub-
commit tees, include the giving of advice to retuming war veterans with 
reference to agricultural matters, guidance to the county and home agents 
in specific projects, such as marketing of farm produce and the planning 
and execution of emergency progrruns, and active aid in putting on demon-
strations, tours, meetings, etc. 
2. Voluntary Leaders 
Ao Comm.uni ties Organized 
In organizing s.:iiuda County under the Better Farm Living Program in 1940, 
the terms "c,ornmunityn and nneighborhood11 were used synonymously with res-
pect to the organization in this county. Shomi opposite the names of the 
various communities listed below are the number of voluntary leaders 'Who 
are serving in that comm.unity: 
Bethlehem ••••••••••••• 08 
Butler •••••••••.•••••••• 9 
Cedar Grove •••••••••••• 2 
CentenniaJ.. ••••••••• o•o•7 
Clyde ••••.•••••••••••• 06 
Dclmaro••••o••••o••••••6 
Erlory ••••••••••••••••• o 5 
Eulalao ••• 0 •• 0 •••••••• 10 
Ev"ao •• 0 •••• t ••••••••••• 2 
Fairfax ••••••• o••••••a•2 
Fairview ••••• o••••a•oo•7 
Fruit Hilloo••••••••o••B 
Good Hope •••••••••• 0•••4 
Hickory Grove •••••••••• 6 
:aiggins. 0. 0 0 •••••••••• 12 
Hollyooo••••o••••••••oo4 
Hollywood.0•••••••••••12 
Hope o ••••••••••••••• °' •• 6 
Merchanto.•o••o••••••••7 
llonett~o .•••••••••••••• 6 
Oak Grove ••••• 0•••••0•06 
Pine Groveo•••••••••••••o5 
Pittsburg ••••••••••••••• 02 
Pleasant Grove •••••••••• a3 
Plum Br.anch •• o•••••••••••3 
Providence •••••••••••••• 04 
Richland ••• o.•o•••••••ooe6 
Ridge Springo ••• ; •••• •• oll 
Saluda ••••••• 0••••••00•008 
Saluda-Batesburg.o •• , •••• 4 
SaI'Cii s • o ••••••••••••• ,, • o • 5 
South Norris •••••••••••• ,2 
Suddath •••••••••••••••••• 5 
Slli1ter •• o•••••o•o•••••••o4 
Ti lltl.a:rl.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 10 
Trinity o •• o •••••••••••• • • 7 
Union.o•o••••••o•••o•o•:o4 





III. PROJECT CTIVITIE3 AND RE3ULTS 
GRICULTUR_J\L &:ONOMICS 
Ex.tension work in Agricul tur.u .d::onomics in Saluda County in 1948 included out-
look eetings, cooperation with farm credit agencies, aid in far planning and 
adjustment, landlord-tenant relationships, and use of census datao · 
Outlook M etings: The cow ty outlook eeting was held in the ;,.gricultural Build-
ing in Saluda on J3.11.ua:cy 19th. The 175 farm people present heard Extension Dis-
trict 15ents Laura Connor and Ao H. ' a.rd discuss price and fertilizer outlook, 
1948 goals, possible availability of farm achinery and supplies, CP practices 
and foo production and conservation-0- Extension d.gronomy 7Jork Leader Ho A. oodle 
·also presented interesting information on the livestock feed and brazin$ program.a 
Follo'l'Ying this meeting, 7 vrbite and l colored co1 nunity outlook meetings were held 
by the county and home abents with the same topics up for discussion, and also at 
each eeting moving picture filris were showno A total of 253 people att nded 
these 8 meetingso Outlook infor.:iation was also presented by the county agent to 
18 ,vhi te F oS. • borrowers in a January 9th meeting. Outlook information was also 
presented as to supplies .md demands of certain cornriodities throuJhout the year 
throu~h letters, person.u contacts, radio pro~ram.s, the local new~papers, and an 
estimated 1000 copies distributed of Ex.tension Circular 309, ".Agricultural Outlook 
for 19480 11 
Credit .agencies: The county agents vorked m th the Gr'eenwood Production Credit 
ssociation and the Farmers Home Administration in trying to aid farmers to solve 
their financial problens to their best interests. Advice .nd information was fur-
nished to farmers and the agencies concerned as to expanding .and developin new 
and additional income o Since 1939 the old Farin Security dr.unistration., now the 
Furmers Hoe dministration, has loaned 45 borrowers $170,444075 to purchase fa!'llls., 
1 loan having just been closed in the fall of 19480 To <late 20 of these borrov,ers 
have retired their loans in full. There remains $56,463008 of this total a.mount 
unpm.d with practically all borrowers ahead of schedule in their repayments. These 
borrowers have taken advantage of good prices to get their loans do.m to the point 
where they cru1 be h.a.ndled in any em~rgency o The following is quoted from FHA Coun-w 
Supervisor Jo S. Corley 1 s report~ 
1 • t the beeinning of 1948, we had three borrowers selling !'l:i.lko W have 
to date nine borrowers in the milk business, with approximately fifteen 
borrowers making plans to sell milk. Ninety-eight per cent of our bor-
rowers treated cotton seJd this year. e have around fourteen acres in 
fescue an~ White Dutch or fescue and ladino, as to none last year. In 
ey farm plans, we have about thirty borrovrers pJ.aru1ing to plant fescue 
next Fall. All FHA borrouers plan to plant and fertilize properly at 
least two acres of hybrid corn in 1949. 11 • 
Shown below is a summary of lo.ms made by farm credit agen9ies in the countyo 
S~ary of FJ.rm Credit ~ g ncy Loans 
.. 6ency 
FHA (Fann and Home Plan) 
:!!'HA ( nnual Production Loan) 
fli.: (F~m ~mership) 
Prorluction Credit 
Totals 












Farm Planning and d~u.stne .. t: Throuch the use of all mediums of publicity of 
goals , farmers were i::h01·m 1·?hat, ,r.:i.s ost needed for the post-war effort to f,..ed 
the worldo It i estimated that a total of 150 farmers '\ ~:re aided in planning 
and adjusting their operations to ore n.:;o.rly neet these r:.;oalso ... dvic and aid 
w~s also given the Production a..'l.rl Marketin6 .udm.inistration and Soil Conservation. 
Servic.._ personnel in maki.n;; recommendations so that their 1949 progr.:ius rill be 
of even more s~rvic to farmers of the countyo Farm pla.nninG and adjustm nts 
w~re major su.bjf"cts discussed at 4 neetings of Lo1",er Saluda Soil Conser at.ion 
District Supervisors that the county a 5 ents atte dcd. 
Lcndlord-T nant Relationships : Share-crop livestock farming has b en discussed 
with several farmers , especially in the Borden milk route sections of the county 
and some inter~st is shown in this ideao In 1947 Extension Specialist M. Co 
Rochester and the county aGent ,'IOrked out an agr ernent with Mr . J . Po Uurphy and 
Mr. W. Ilo Stuclr"'Y, both of Ridge Spring, in arriving at a fair share s,tste on a 
10-acre peach orchardo The agreement , as then arranged for ::.Ir. ~rphy" an opera-
tor and Mr . Stuckey as landlord, was follovred again i n 1948 0 Father~son agree-
nents have also been studied to some extent this yearo 
Census Dat : A thorough study of census data rel ating to Saluda Coun,~r has b e 
of great value in Extension work this year by bringin~ about a much clearer un-
derstanding of the long-range changes th~t are slowly but constantly t2kin~ place 
in the local over-all agricultural· pa.ttemo The use of certain of this data has 
also been very vaJ..uabl in promotional publicity l'/Ork in endeavoring to forcabl7 
illustrate some particular statement or pointc 
.. GRIS'ULTU L ENGII-Jfil:HING 
Extension <icti vi ties in ~J.bricul tural Engineerine in 1948 included work in rural 
electrification, use of freezer-lockers, soil conscrv 1tion, land clec::.ring, irri-
c:.::.tion and draina:;e , farm machinery, farm buildings and equipoent, farm ponds, 
cotton ginninc;, seed cleapin;; and corn meal and 0 rits enrichl;J.ent program. 
Rur.il Electrifica.tion 
A sizable increase in the nun.ber of rural dwelline,s "Wired for electricity is 
noted in this cou.~ty since the end of the war. ~carcities of t~2.nsciesion wire 
and transformers , however , are still bampcrin~ many from obtainin.:; electrical 
current. Right-of- ways have been cut and poles erected along many nev, spurs and 
ext.nsions, and it is hop~d that these far:::is ;:iay soon obtain electrical service o 
total increase of 140 niles of rural ener giz ed tranSlllission lines and 1,232 
rural consu.rn.ers in 19h8 is noted from records of the 3 electrical companie.s serv-
ing Saluda County . The total mil s of lines and total nucber of farms using el ec-
t:rici ty in the county is shomi in the follo"V'd.ng table" 
Status of Rural Elee trification in 1948 
Company Total 1Jiles of Lines Total Noo of Farms 
J 9h7 ] 9/ 18 19/,7 ] 9118 
Aiken Electric Cooperative, Inc o 
Aiken, South Carolina (n.E.A.) 125 200 335 700 
l.ti.d- Carolinas Electric Coop era ti ve, InCo 
Le:x:i.neton, South C~olina (R. E. . ) 225 2150 7 688 155 
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company 
ColllI:lbia, South Carolina 185 26o 600 1400 
Totals 535 675,7 1623 2855 
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Rurei.l electrification fil s were shown at 7 meetines to 348 people in 1948 .. 
Freezer Lockers 
In October, 1946, Scluda Frozen Foods, Inca, a privately-ov.ned 570-lock r freezer 
locker plant was opened in Saluda for use of the public . Durini 1947 the owner-
ship cooplt"ted building ct modern abattoir for us of the public in alau~ht.ering 
.inrl. dr-ssing their meat animals anrl poultry,. A pork curing room also was built 
into th~ plant, and the pla..-rits facilities u-e proving to be gr at aids to nearby 
farmers in foon conservation. 325 of the 550 lockers rented on November 1 , 1948 
were being used by rural folJ.tllies .. A si..riliar plant at Leesville also serves a 
large part of the e~stem section of thB county. pproximately 177,000 pounds 
of meat were cured in these 2 plants i~ 19480 
Fan Ponds 
Several far. ers were aided in getting far pond sites a:::id plans mapped. Roco 
mendations as to proper fertilization and management were furnished to 01mers of 
established ponds in the county . Previous orders for fish to stor::k :1e1 ponds 
and restock old po rls were delivered throuc~h the county agents office in 1948 as 
follow: 
Fish Delivered in 1948 for Stockin~ Far:rn Pon1s 
O?mer i~ddress Date ·)clivered Species No. Pond Size 
w .. • Stearu:1an, Jr .. Ri..d:;e Spring, s. c .. April 22nd Bass 200 3 acres 
Lo R .. Cone !lid~e Sprin ; , 8 . Ca Hovf!mbcr 9th Bream 2500 *8 acres 
1 . Ro Cone Ridge Sprinz, So C .. NoveIJber 9th .3ream. 3000 -1,J acres 
-i:-The lar er pond is unfertilized, the sma1ler fc.•rtilized, accountin_: for. 
the differ~ncc in rate of stockin,_;,, 
A ne1'r order 1"ras also plac~d for Mro Cone to stock another pond., It is l'lStimated 
that there are now J1 prop~rl;,r s+.,ockcd farr~ ponds in S.::i.luda Cot~i;y . 
~oiJ Co ~~rvation 
There was coorc:Ji ation of mrk bet, • ,..1 th~ c unty ,gent, local .:50il Conservation 
D .... rvicc technicians, superv:i.. 0 or of th• S· Ju 1~ Cou ty- Soil Conservation District, 
an<i the board of directors of the Salucl County Soil Conserva ... ,ion . csoci· tion i"l 
1948 .. 
After due 1 Jal notice and. adv~rtisinJ, a nominating petition for election of 3 
dir,.ctors of tht" Lovier .,c?.J.urla il Cons,..rv.:i.tion District -,·as ci1"'Culated i, 11:a;r. 
68 lanc1owners si611atures il''ere obtained nol!!inati,e !1essrs .. J.P. kurpJ:v, Do Ro 
Patterson and u.. '}. {;rout, f" ach tn succeed hinrnclfo Th y W!'r dul:· ell"c t d on 
June 18, 19)1-80 Messrs .. :w.. H .. Kerup anrl :;:r. · • Dt;rrick are the other meul1E.'!rs of 
thi s boardo E"'cl1 qua.rt ·r1;y meeting of ttiis board was attend d by at le""st l lo-
caJ. Eictens~on . gent o 
1:.i th the cooperation of 93 lan.ciowne rs, land-use agreeraP-n ts coveri £: 9,250 ,cres 
were written by SCS tech'1icians in Saluda County in 19h8, providin c>. 11.:..11 for 
th develop ent of a well balanced croppinb .md liv stock program including the 
best lmovm conservation practiceso Thif'l bri ~c: the total agreem nts written in 
Saluda County to dat~ to 1,005, covering 146,164 acr So 
Other soil conservation work included 6 monthly conferences with local technicians, 
3 news articles published in the local paper, 2 infonnational circular letters, and 
5 Soil Conservation radio programs given. Soil Conservation films were shown at 17 
meetings to 558 people. Increased soil productivity through the use of lime on row 
crops as well as pastures was greatly encouraged through meetings, circular letters, 
news articles, radio programs and personal contacts. 16:>st of the 1351½ tons of phos-
phate and the 1819 tons of lime delivered to fanners through the local PMA office 
during 1948 were used in pasture development and improvement. There are 5 lime 
spreaders in the county maintained by the Soil Conservation District Supervisors for 
use in this program. A summary of Soil Conservation work in this county in 1948 may 
be found below. 
Soil Conservation Work in Saluda Conn ty in 1948 
F,ducational Activities 
Monthly group conferenceso•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6 
Attendance•••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••25 
Method demonstrations (establishing practices)eo•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
Attendance •••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o•••••••30 
County Agent•s meetings with district supervisors ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
Attendallce •..•..•••••••.••••.•.•.••••.••.••.•••.•••••...••.••..••••••••••• • 44 
Soil Conservation Radio Programs by connty agent •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 
County Agents News Articles on Soil Conservation •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
Circular Letters on Soil Conservation••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Soil Conservation Film Showings (number) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 17 
Attendance •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••..•••••••••••• 558 
Practices Established 
District fann plans written in 1948 (nUJ]lber) ••••••••••••••••••••• o•••••••• 93 
Total acres in above plans ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o 9,250 
Total plans written to December 1, 1948 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,005 
Total acres in above farms ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• o.14.6,164 
Kudzu plantings in 1948 (acres)••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 15 
Total acres kudzu in county •••••.•••.••••••. o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 810 
Lespedeza Sericea Plantings in 1948....................................... 75 
Total acres lespedeza sericea in county ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1,128 
Tall fescue planted in 1948••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0••••••••0• 350 
Total acres fescue in county••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pastures improved in 1948 (acres)•••••••••••••••••••••o••o•••••••••••••••• 
400 
507 
Terracing in 1948 .(total acres)oo•••••••••••••••••••••••o••o•••••••••••••• 4,450 
Terrace lines run by SCS tec.rmicians in 1948 (linear feet)•••••••o•o•••••l85 1000 
Number of organized Soil Conservation communi.ties ••••••• ••••••••••• •••••• o 5 
Number of fanns in above connnunities...................................... 85 
Number of farm ponds built in 1948........................................ 3 
Total. fa:rm. ponds in cou.nty•o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••o••••• 1L. 
Land Clearin_g 
As reported in 1947, the Saluda County Soil Conservation Association had then ini-
tiated steps toward borrowing money from Saluda County for the purchase of some 
power equipment for clearing land. Pennission was obtained to borrow this money 
and an equipment order was placed on November 181 1947. At a membership meeting 
of the association on February 13, 1948, a 5-man investigating comnittee previously 
appointed made their report and recommendations w.i.th regard to setting up and hand-
ling the operations of this machineryo The report was accepted and, as recommended, 
a 7-man operating commi. ttee was elected and placed in full and complete charge o! 
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the machinery. This committee, as elected, included Jo J. Wheeler, Jr. and Fo Wo 
Crouch, in addition to the entire memb ership of the investigating committee, who 
were: T. P. Mills, D.R. Patterson, J.P. Murphy, B. Lo kble and Po S. Watson. 
A D-7 Caterpillar tractor with "stumper11 and 11root rake 11 attachments were delivered 
in early March, 1948. Work was started on T. P. Mj.:) .. lst farm, R-2, Prosperity, s. Co, 
on March 22 at a charge of $7.00 per actual hour of operation. It was soon decided 
by the committee to raise this charge to $8.00 per hour, however. Work continued 
up to mid-November when water-logged soils interrupted. Work was done for 35 land-
owners at an approximate cost of $35.00 to $40.00 per acre. Farmers for whom work 
has been done are exceedingly well pleased and applications were on hand, as of No-
vember 30, 1948, for approximately 460 acres to be cleared. It was found in June 
that a bull-dozer blade was essential to clear land of unusually thick small growth 
so a blade was purchased by the committee on July 2. The county agent, as secretary 
of the association and the operating committee, has worked very closely with both on 
this project. 8 committee meetings were attended by the county agent with a totaJ. 
of 65 others present. Act passed in the 1948 General Assembly required that a 
landowner make a monetary deposit "With the Association Treasurer before work could 
be done on his farm. Work estimates, on which the amount of this deposit is based, 
are made by the county agent and/ or SCS technicians. An 8-minu te recording was ma.de 
by Extension Specialist P. D. Seabrook on November 16 for state-wide radio use with 
Extension Conservationist E. C. Turner, Messrs. J.P. Murphy, D.R. Patterson, T. Po 
Mills, SCS technician J. A. Jordan and the county agent explaining the work being 
done by this project and its value to the county. A summary follows of the opera-
tions of this machinery to date o 
Land Clearing Summary 
Number farmers worked for 
Estimated acres cleared and stumped 
Total hours worked 
Gross Income from work done 




Total Initial cost of Equipment 
Trade-in allowance on old equipment 
Repaid to county on present debt 
· Debt reduction 
Balance due county 
Cash from present operations 
Cash from old terracing equipment 
Total Cash on Hand 
















The importance of machinery has greatJ..y increased in recent years because of the 
critical labor shortage and thus the market supply of new machinery has been below 
the demand. 
With 4 machinery dealers cooperating, a tractor operators school held in Saluda at 
2:00 P. Mo on January 28, was attended by 203 people despite sustained sleet that 
entire morning up until noon. This is an unusual example of the value now being 
placed on heavier machinery by farmers. Tractor and machinery maintenance and ad-
justment films were shown to 575 people at 14 meetings. 
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Winiford Metts and Larry Lake, older 4-H Club members accompanied Assistant County 
Agent Rogers to a 3-dey tractor short course at Camp Long, september 7-9. These 
ISoys will be local leaders in a 4-H Tractor Maintenance Club in 1949. Plans for 
such a project in 1948 were interrupted when Assistant County Agent Hedden resigned 
March 30 and his position was not filled until July. 
Most of the combines in the county and the approximately 35 mower attachments (hein-
kels, etc.) are normally used in harvesting the lespedeza seed crop in the fall. 
This is an important source of income on a good many farms in Saluda County. 
A survey of owners of larger machinery by the Farm Labor ssistant in the spring of 
1946 found 392 farm tractors, 42 combines, 194 binders and 19 threshers in the county 
at that time. 3 corn harvesters are also now in use in the county, as well as quite 
a few more tractors, binders and combines. 
Cotton dusting machinery came in for a large portion of farmer interest in farm 
machinery with the general introduction of the new chemical dusts for boll weevil 
control in 1948. Most farmers reported satisfactory performance of their machines. 
It is estimated that 50 hand dusters, 25 mule-drawn dusters and 40 tractor dusters 
were purchased this year. 
Mechanical cotton harvesters also created quite a bit of interest with the addition 
in the county in 1948 of 2 new pickers and l stripper to the 2 pickers that operated 
in 1947. 
Farm Buildings and Equipment 
Extension Service plans of farm buildings were furnished all farmers upon request. 
With most building materials still scarce and very expensive, major farm building 
construction was greatly retarded throughout 1948. Several farmers were aided in 
drawing up various farm building plans, and a few were aided in obtaining blue-





Summary of Farm Building Plans Furnished 
Hog Scalding F,quipment 
Smokehouse 
























Several farmers were aided in obtaining, installing or repairing electric water 
systems. It is estimated that new electric water pumps were installed on 20 farms 
in 1948. It is also estimated that 7 farmers built collapsible hay curing racks 
during the yearo 
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4 new reinforced concrete silos were constructed in the county this year with a 
total capacity of 262 tons. 
Modern Grade "A" dairy barns and milk houses were built in 1948 by the follow-
ing: 
T. Pink Mills, R-2, Prosperity 
Wheeler Jersey Farm, R-2, Saluda 
Robert L. Hipp, R-1, Saluda 
J. Hunter Ridgell, R-4, Saluda 
Irrigation and Drainage 
Ex:tension Specialist H. z. Duffie, Jr., in cooperation with the county agents, 
recently designed an irrigation system for covering 100 acres of permanent pas-
ture on Mr. L. D. Holmes 0 Hagood Place"• Mr. Holmes has not to date decided 
whether or not to install this equipment. 
A demonstration of blasting drainage ditches with dynamite was given for 5 people 
on the above mentioned place December 1, 1947, after "Which Mr. Holmes• labor com-
pleted a system of ditches designed by SCS technicians to drain quite a large acre-
age of river bottom lands. A similiar demonstration of blasting a drainage canal 
was attended by 20 people on December 3rd on the farm of Jerold A. Watson, Ridge 
Spring, S. C. Mr. atson later completed the canal of approx:i'.mately 1500 yards to 
drain a 11high-land11 pond. Extension Specialist M. c. McKerizie supervised these 2 
demonstrations. 
Cotton Ginning 
Farmers were urged by personal contacts, posters, news articles, radio programs 
and letters to make every effort to properly harvest their cotton. With favor-
able weather and a little more labor available, practically all of the crop was 
picked out in fair shape by mid-November. Several ginners installed some new 
machinery in 1948, some of which were aided by the Extension Ginning Specialist. 
3 ginners cooperated in the free grade and staple programo 
Seed Cleaning 
The F.C.X. Cooperative, Inc., and White Milling Company, 2 Saluda firms are now 
each ·operating a modern seed cleaner w:i. th treating attachment. Farmers have been 
urged to take advw:itage of this machinery to improve the quality of the seed they 
plant. They can also do a Im1ch better job of putting their surplus seed in market-
able shape, and many are already doing just that. 
Corn Meal and Grits Enrichment 
At the end of 1948, 6 of the 11 corn meal and grits mills in Saluda County had en-
richment feeder attachments installed on them. No installations were made during 
1948. 
The county and home agents worked w.i.th Elctension Food Improvement Specialists and 
mechanics on this program in visiting and encouraging the millers as well as pub-
licizing the program on the radio, in news columns, meetings and personal contacts. 
Food and nutrition films were shown to 902 people at 23 meetings. 
AGRONOMY 
Extension work in 1948 in Agronomy included educational publicity and demonstra-
tions in main cash crops, deve~opment of minor crops and increasing food and feed. 
crops. 
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:Miscellaneous Activi ti.es 
Crop and Fertilizer Meetings: At the county and community outlook and other meet-
ings early in 1948, the fertilizer outlook for 1948 and proper fertilization of 
crops were discussedo 446 people attended 10 such meetings held. 7 farmers were 
later aided in working out fertilizer formulas, and information was given general 
distribution through circular letters, news articles, 4-H Clubs and personal con-
tacts as to proper and complete fertilization of crops. A publicity campaign was · 
again waged with gratifying results early in 1948 urging farmers to buy fertilizer 
early in order to aid the manufacturers, and also to be sure they got their supply. 
other Miscellaneous Activitiesa Soil samples were taken for 16 farmers in 1948. 
The 110 topsoil samples tested an average pH of 5.80 and the 54 subsoil samples 
had an average pH of 5. 12, indicating a considerable acreage still needs limestone 
despite the larger tonnages now being used. Individual fertilizer recommendations 
made for approximately 100 farmers during the year. 2 fanners were aided through 
the Clemson Botany Department in identifying unusual plants they had found on their 
farms., Germination tests on seed were obtained for 7 farmers through the South 
Carolin'?- Commissioner of Agriculture as follows: oat~3, barley-1, Kentucky 31 
fescue-1, A. W. Peas-1, and Kobe lespedeza-1., .Agronomy films were shown to 481 
people at 15 meetings. 
Seed Improvement: The county agents worked in cooperation with the South Carolina 
Crop Imp.1X)vement Association, Inc., in 1948 in an endeavor to develop certified 
seed producers and also improve the quality of farm seed in generalo Pu.blici ty 
an'd information about the work of this organization was carried on through news 
colUllllls, the radio, letters and personal contacts. 2 farmers were aided in filing 
3 applications for certification of crop seed they were producing as follows: 
Seed Certification Applications in 1948 
Name and Address 
R. M • .fatson & Sons, Ridge Spring, s. c. 
R. M. Watson & Sons, Ridge Spr.ing, s. c. 
Clyde A. Hendrix, R-3, Batesburg, s. c. 
Cotton 
Crop and Variety 
Fulgrai.n Oats 
Hardired Wheat 





Cotton crop yields were excellent in Saluda County in 1948 mainly because of an 
unusually good job of using early sweet boll weevil poison, a below nonu.al mid-
season boll weevil population build-up and very good growing conditions through-
out the season. Ginning figures w.i.11 show about 10,500 running bales of cotton 
ginned in 1948 compared to 7,438 baJ.es ginned last year. Although a wet spring 
delayed all land preparation until well into April, farmers did an excellent job 
of getting the crop planted, with many tractors running 24 hours a day. Due to 
the unusuaJ. amount of publicity of a local, state and regional nature, a large 
increase over previ'ous years of the amount of early poisoning done was noted 
genera.lJ.J' over the county. The 1948 Cotton Insect Control Program is reported 
under Entomology .and Plant Pathology-0 
Su:am.ary of Year cotton Records: Al though records are unavailable in this office 
for the years previous to 1 3 and also the years 1938, 1941, and 1942, a SUJllla.l'Y 
of the available records on Extension cotton production demonstrations caITied 












Sullmary- of Saluda. County Cotton Production Demonstrations 
Noo Average Per Acre Value Cost f 


































































Cotton Demonstrations: 10 farmers entered the 5-Xcre Contest this year The results 
of the efforts of these farmers are SUlllll.ar.i.zed in the table belowo • 
Name 
Cotton Production Summary 
Variety Lbs. Lbs. Value Cost Profit 
Cotton Lint 
R. M. Watson, Jro C-lOOWR#5 12,750 
Bill Rowe C-100\l.R 115 10,450 
Clyde A.. Hendrix C-lOOWR-1947 l0,2ll 
Meynard So atson C-lOOWR #5 10,000 
Bo R. Rowe C-lOOWR #5 9.,940 
Bennet CullUlll C-lOOWR-1947 9,922 
Philip S. Watson C-lOOWR #5 9.,875 
J • E. Ridgell C-lOOWR #5 9 .,025 
James A. Eidson C-lOOilR-1947 8,165 
R. B. Bouknight C-lOOVIR #5 7.,000 
Average per acre 1,9u6.B 
5,100 $1778.)) $673o00$U05.JO 
4,300 1538 • .!;t) 739.95 798.55 
4,006 1727J6 719086 1007.30 
4.,ooo 1395.CO 580.50 814.50 
3,940 136o.$0 103.85 656.65 
3,850 142120 503.40 917.80 
3,750 129&40 348.oo 950.00 
3,425 1210.00 467.52 742.00 
3.,290 l200o97 479.88 721.09 
3,000 1090.00 310.00 787.6o 

























B. Frank Long., R-4, Saluda, and James .Ao Eidson., Johnston, were announced as winners 
of the $50 first prize and $25 second prize, respectively, in the County 5-Acre Con-
test in a state-wide :meeting of contest winners January 27th in Columbia. Awards were 
:made at this meeting., attended by these 2 men and the county agent. 
Cotton Improveaent: Cotton growers were urged to secure good planting seed of recom-
mended varieties in 1948 through various 11eetings., personal contacts and news articles0 
Seed with good germination were somewhat scarce, as usual., howevero It was noted that 
most farmers are going to the Coker 100 variety of cotton. 2 famers were aided in se-
cur.i.ng planting seed direct from the breeder and 3 were aided in locating good 1st year 
seedo All farmers who secured these good seed were urged to make an effort to save 
their seed for sale to their neighbors. Farmers were also urged in the fall to book 
their orders with seed breeders for next years supply. Cotton seed treatment has be-
come a necessity in the production methods of a great many Saluda County farmers, ac-
cording to their way of thinking. Results of a special dr.i.ve by FHA. County Supervisor 
J. S. Corley show that 98% of the clients of that agency treated their cotton seed. 
A cotton improvement meeting held on August 31st was attended by 130 people despite a 
continuous downpour of rain for an hour before meeting time. Extension Specialist Ho 
G. Boylston discussed the use of better seed and urged favorable consideration of gins 
that had installed newer, more modem, machinery. 11r. Ernest Riley of the Production 
and Marketing Administration• s Cotton and Fiber Branch explained the free grade and 
staple service obtainable under the Smith-Doxey Act. An application for such serr.ice 
had previously been approved for Saluda County producers. The following gins obtained 
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bonds to become eligible to submit samples for farmers to obtain this classing ser-
vice: 
J. Lo Edwards Ginnery, Saluda, Soc. George Strother's Gin, Ridge Spring, S. Co 
Coleman & Parkman, Saluda, s. c. 
Very few farmers took advantage of this service until well past the peak ginning 
season, however, as local beyers paid a little more than the loan values on all ex-
cept the lowest grades of cotton. 
Corn 
Corn Production: Despite the fact that Saluda County lies in the staters dr.yest area, 
corn is still a major crop on most farms, since no other crop that is grown generally 
here has proved equal to its worth as a concentrate feedo It is felt, however, that 
corn acreage should be replaced in part by some of our other summer grain cropso Fre-
quent rains throughout most of the year produced a fairly good corn crop generally in 
the county this year. Armyworm (corn earworm) damage was unusually severe, however, 
and evidence at harvest time indicated an estimated 10% yield reduction from this pest. 
!zy"brid Corn Demonstrations: An unusually large amount of interest in hybrid com is 
being shown by Saluda County fanners and a total of 18 hybrid corn demonstrations were 
conducted in various sections of the county. In .niarzy- of these demonstrations open-
pollinated com was planted next to the eybrid as a check, with both varieties receiv-
ing the same fertilization, cultivation, · etc. The most common complaint from produc-
ing hybrid com is excessive weevil damage. Practically all eybrid varieties tried to 
. date apparently have less weevil resistance than native open-pollinated varieties. Re-
s~lts of those fields checked are shown below. 
Yields and Remarks From Hybrid Corn Demonstrations 
Name Variety Bushels Remarks 
Charlie Derrick NC-27 
Avery Oswald Douthits 1 Prolific 
Alton Rinehart NC-27 
Kibbler Rilcard NC-27 
Harold Price NC-27 
Kenneth Crout NC-27 
M. o. Crout Native 
Gerold Fuliner NC-27 
Cletus Derrick NC-27 
Vivian Eargle NC-27 
Vivian Eargle Na ti ve 
R. M. Stoudemayer 'lenn. 10 
J. J. Pou Funks t G-714 
J. s. Derrick Woods S-210 
Woodrow Padget Woods S-210 
Woodrow Padget Native 
L. R. Feaster Funks' G-714 
L. R. Feaster Native 
J. E. Ridgell Funks' G-737 
J.E. Ridgell Native 
J. T. Mitchell Funks ' G-714 
J. T. Mitchell Funks' G-720 
J. T. Mitchell Funks' G-737 
J. T. Mitchell Dixie 17 
J. T. Mitchell Native 
Average Yield Native--35.28 bushels per acre 























Ver.y loose shuck, short stalk 
Soft grain 
10% worm damage 
More weevil resistant. than check 
Ears very high on stalk 
Very weak stalk 
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Local businesses handled most recommended varieties of lJtorid com seed and the 
county agent placed an order with Funk Brothers for 1 bushel of G-714, their re-
commended variety for this section, since no one locally handled their seed0 A 
survey of local businesses shows that a total of 150 bushels of hybrid seed corn 
was sold for 1948 planting in addition to seed purchased outside of the county. 
This would mean at least 1500 acres of hybrid corn planted in the county this 
year. 
Corn Production Demonstrations: 1 corn production demonstration was completed 
in 1948 in Saluda Count.Y. Labor shortages and high corn prices have caused many 
farmers t.o take more interest in corn production methods in recent years. Farmers 
generally are fertilizing corn more heavily", seeking better seed, and watching 
their cultural practices more closely. Summarized below is the record of the corn 
production demonstration conducted this year. 
Summary of Corn Production Demonstration 
Name Variety Acres Total Bu. Per Value Cost 
Bushels Acre 
J. To Mitchell 5 h;rbrids 10 480 48 
48 
$720 .oo $395 020 
$72000 $39.52 
$1.50 $0.823 
Average per acre 






Altpough oats is of major importance to many farmers in the county, and is quite a 
favorite hog feed, besides being used extensively for work-stock and cattle, the al-
most unending rain throughout the fall and winter of 1947-1948 greatly hampered small 
grain seeding. Great numbers of farmers did not get t.o sow any small grains at all, 
and it is estimated that ·only about 40% of the normal acreage was sowed, mu.ch of this 
being done in January, February and even early :March. Many fields had badly broken 
stands from drowning, and yields of all small grains were below average. The Herndon, 
Georgeville and .Alamance soil types that are predominant in the county are usually 
quite favorable to good oats production, whereas wheat and barley are more hazardous 
to grow. No demonstrations were completed in barley or wheat production and only 2 
were completed in the production of oats as summarized belowo 
Summary of Oats Demonstrations 
Name Variety Acres Total Bu. Per 
P. W. Nichols 




Average per acre 






250 35. 7 
540 
41.5 
Legumes for Hay 
Value Cost Profit 
$290000 $157.40 $132.00 
250.00 123.75 126.25 
$540.00 $261015 $258085 
$41054 $21.63 $19091 
$lo00 $0 • .521 $0.479 
Annual Lespedeza: Lespedeza is practically the only summer hay crop now gro'Wil in 
this county, and yields were fairly good in 19480 A good percentage of the large 
amounts of superphosphate farmers have gotten through the ACP program the past 2 
years has gone on lespedeza, resulting in some outstanding hay yield increases. As 
a result, the feeling is growing among many fanners that fertilizing annucU: lespedeza 
may be an economical proposition0 Summarized on the top of the next page are the 2 
lespedeza hay records completedo 
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Summa.ry of Lespedeza Hey Demonstrati.
0
ons 
Name Variety Acres Total Tons Value Cost Profit 
Tons Per Acre 
R.H. crouch Kobe 12 27 2} $675.oo 
Heyward Matthews Kobe 1 2~ 2.- 56.25 
Totals 13 29J $731025 
Average per acre 2¼ $56.25 






Other .Annual Heys: Cowpeas, alone, and cane and cowpeas mixed are used to a minor 
extent by a few farmers for hey. Oats and vetch hay is utilized to some extent by 
cattlemen since it is our most certain hey crop. Soybean hay is grown by only a few 
farmers of the county. No demonstrations were completed in the production of any- of 
these crops. 
Perennial Ha.Ys: Lespedeza Sericea, although more easily established than kudzu, has 
not proved popular as a hay crop. Many famers do not find time to cut this crop for 
hay when it must be cut. Also, it has proved to be a profitable practice the past 
few years to leave this crop to produce seed for sale. Kudzu has not come into its 
own in this county because it has been put mostly on sub-marginal land and usually 
left to mak~ its own living. A few farmers who have cultivated and fertilized their 
kudzu are getting very good hay yields. Alfalfa came in for some increased interest 
in 1948, 2 small plantings having been made in 1947 o An estimated 25 acres was seed-
ed in 1948 on 7 farms. No records were obtained on hay production from perennials. 
Leglllll.es for seed 
Lespedeza is practically the only legume from which seed are usually harvested in 
Saluda County. As previously stated, the cowpea acreage in the county is small, as 
is the soybean acreage. Soybeans have not proven profitable to many farmers, and 
crotolaria acreage is very small in the county, although increasing slowly in the 
Ridge Section. 
Lespedeza for Seed: The lespedeza seed yield was fairly good this yea:r, and a siz-
able acreage was fiarvested. No demonstrations were conducted. 
Soybean Seed Production: Only a few farmers in Saluda County produced soybeans as 
a seed crop in 1948. No demonstrations were conducted. 
Sericea Lespedeza Seed Production: Most of the lespedeza Sericea in the county is 
being used for seed production because of the great demand for these seed the past 
few years. Total acreage is still small., however, wi. th only a part of this having 
come into full production. No demonstrations in lespedeza Sericea seed production 
were conducted in 1948. 
Crimson Clover: Due to the tremendous demand for Crimson Clover seed in the fall, 
several plantings for seed were made using the newer re-seeding varietieso No seed 
were harvested in the county in 19480 
Winter Legumes for Soil Building 
lla:ey- farmers are realizing the value of winter legumes as a source of readily avail-
able · nitrogen and are following them with corn on good lands and cotton on lighter 
soils, since cotton on the better slate soils usually makes an excessive weed growth 
follovp.ng a heavy growth of winter legumes turned under. 
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G. W. Boozer, R-4, Leesville, proudly exhli.bi ts a field of unusually good cotton 
grown on his farm in 1948. Mr. Boozer used 20 pounds of cya.namid to defoliate 
this cotton in early September. Returns from cotton still remain the main cash 
income on a majority of Saluda County farms despite the great interest in recent 
years in cattle farming. · 
Grain sorghums, dwarf varieties are becoming quite popular 1d th many Saluda famers. 
Being easily grown and harvested with machinery, this excellent livestock feed crop 
holds great promise in this dryest section of the state. T. c. Rankin, R-.5, Saluda, 
surveys his 20 acre field of Martins variety that yielded 32 bushels per acre from 3½ pounds of seed planted per acre. 
[· 
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ACP Seed Orders: Because some varieties of seed were scarce and prices fairly high, 
purchase orders were not issued to farmers for winter legume seed in the fall of 1948 
through the local PUA. office. A good many seed were planted in the fall that were 
carried over from 1947 when weather prevented planting. An idea of the increased use 
during the last few years of winter legumes as soil building crops may be seen in the 
stull!llary below of purchase orders issued under the ACP program. 
ACP ffi..nter Legume Seed Purchase Orders--1943-1947 
Year Crop Pounds Ordered 
1943 Austrian Winter Peas 
Hairy Vetch 
1944 Austrian Winter Peas 
Hairy Vetch 
1945 austrian Winter Peas 
Hairy Vetch 
1946 Austrian Winter Peas 
Hairy Vetch 
1947 Austrian tinter Peas 
Di:xie Wonder Peas 
Common Vetch 
Hairy Vetch 






















The value of annual lespedeza as a soil building crop is realized by a vast majority 
of the farmers in Saluda County. The varied uses to which this crop can be put has 
placed it high on the list of essentials to successful farming in the county. Croto-
laria does not lend itself well to the clay soils of the county and cowpeas fail often 
because of drought. e are running more and more into a problem of potash-deficiency 
on soils that have been growing lespedeza severa1 years in succession, especially where 
two or three crops of hay have been cut. Many farmers are beginning to use heavier po-
tash fertilizers, especia1ly under grains, which is alleviating to some extent this 
condition. The continued shortage of potash fertilizers, as such, has greatly hampered 
their efforts to correct this trouble, however. 
Winter Grazing 
The winter grazing campaign was started with an all-day grazing school in Saluda on 
July 27th. 200 farmers sat through the morning session and 125 stey-ed through the 
afternoon session despite an unusua11.y hot day. Extension Specialists lioodle, Craven, 
Cushman, Graves, Turner and District Agent :Jard presented an unusua1ly interesting 
program. News columns, circular letters, the radio, meetings and ma.rzy- personal con-
tacts were used by the county agents to get a sound program started, following this 
meeting. Considerable time was spent on this program, and results were very gratify-
ing when a considerable acreage was seeded in early September. Most fanners followed 
Extension recommendations very closely as to seed mixtures, seeding rates, seed treat-
ment and innoculation, seedbed preparation, fertilization and seeding methods-all ex-
cept time of seeding. Most livestock and dairy men now agree that winter grazing is 
worth a great dea1 so the big job now is going to be getting them to realize it can be 
worth so much more when seeded early. Sufficient rains and unusually warm October and 
November weather produced on the early seeded patches a wonderful reserve growth for 
entering the cold 1veather season this year. 
Along with this campaign went recommendations on the seeding of several winter grasses 
new to most local farmers, such as Kentucky 31 and alta (tall meadow) fescues, subter-
ranean and ladino clovers, Italian rye grass and crimson clover. The latter two, though 
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old crops in the state., are new to most local fanners. Considerable acreages of 
ladino and the fescues were seeded this fall, giving us sufficient acreages now to 
soon conclude just where these crops w.i.11 fit into our grazing program. 
Top-dressing of winter grazing demonstrations was started on October 4, 1947 when 
10 tons of arcadian Nitrate of [x)da was placed w.i. th 18 farmers. This nitrogen ferti-
lizer did not count against these farmers' quotas, but they paid for it at the rate 
of $55 .00 per ton. The results of 16 of these demonstrations are · summarized below. 
(2 were not completed). 
Top-Dressing Winter Grazing Demonstrations 
Name Acres Crop No. Animal Total Days 
Units Grazed Grazed 
E. L. Corley 9 
Ho L. Crouch 5 
Hugh Wheeler 15 
fflleeler Jersey Farm 6 
D. Hoyt Ranld..n 2 
James E. Ridgell 3 
Julian T. Mitchell 6 .5 
Clyde Berry 3o5 
Bob Coleman· 2 
Jo L. Grigsby, Jr. 5 
William Derrick 5 
R. B. Bouknight 10 
• E. Stone 4 
Smith Merchant 5 
James o. Addy 4 
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Izy-e grass, Oats, 
Crimson clover 


































Total Cost Per 
Cost .acre 














69.82 17 .46 
67.00 22.33 
Totals 88 22tl l,64J. $1,669.53 
Average Cost per acre-$18.97 Average Cost per unit per day-$4.46 
An ad.di tional 30 tons of ANL fertilizwr (20½% N) was allotted to the county in the 
fall of 1948 for top-dressing winter grazing crops. crouch'& 0 1Brien, local ferti-
lizer dealers, handled this material which was allocated by the Demonstration Plan-
ning Cammi ttee of the Saluda County agricultural Committee. 
The Demonstration Planning Cammi ttee itself also allocated and handled a 4~ton car 
of TVA ammoniwn nitrate (33% N) to be used for fall top-dressing of winter grazing 
crops. This material cost the farmer $63 .26 per ton delivered from a local warehouse , 
and was delivered as shown on the following pageo 
Name 
B. L. Able 
L. L. Able 
O. L. Able 
P. S. Bouknight 
c. L. Berry 
J.C. Boland 
M. • Clary 
Bob J. Coleman 
Harold J. Coleman 
E. L. Corley 
Jo No DeLoache 
F. W. Derrick 
James Ao Eidson 
H. H. Ellis 
C. B. Forrest 
J. Lo Grigsby, Jr. 
F. G. Harmon 
James E. Herlong 
R. Lo Hipp 
L. D. Holmes 
Jo Alvin Jczy 
NoMr G. Kirkland 
M. H. Lester 
Sadie Long 
Carl E. Matthews 
Bo C. Nichols 
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Wo N. Padget 
Jo Co Parrish 
D.R. Patterson 
G. Y. Plunkett 
James J. Pow 
Floyd L. Quattlebaum 
D. Hoyt Rankin 
R. L. Rankin 
J. H. Ridgell 
J. c. Riley 
Buster Roe 
Paul R. Seigler 
T. F. Shaw 
M. H. Shealy 
Thomas Lo Shealy 
H. E. Unger 
J • S. 1Yebb 
George c. Wheeler 
· Harvey Gibson 
Harold Gibson 
James Addy 
H. H. Hipp 
Shel ton Proc tor 






























Pasture improvement work was carried on throughout the year by means of newspaper 
and radio publicity, circular letters, bulletins, personal contacts and meetingso 
In e:xplaining the ACP practices at the outlook meetings, the pasture improvement 
payments were especially stressed, and farmers urged to take full advantage of 
them. More and more farmers are becoming interested in their pastures, especially 
those who are grow.i.ng into the milk business on the Borden milk routes. Experience 
is teaching us that our many thousands of acres of . creek and branch bottoms grow 
excellent native pasture grasses and legumes. Many farmers were given individual 
aid and advice concerning Extension recommendations as to permanent pasture im-
provement including liming, fertilizing, seeding rates and practices, sodding, mow-
ing, terracing and land preparation. good percentage of the 1,819 tons of lime 
and 1,351½ tons of phosphate obtained under the ACP program this year was used on 
pastures. It is estimated that Saluda County now has 8,500 acres of improved pas-
tures. The 1944 Census reported 13,815 acres of land (other than woodland) in pas-
ture in the county. A large part of the land cleared by the bull-dozer machinery 
(reported under Agricultural Engineering, page 15 ) is going into permanent pasture 
and annual grazing crops production. A considerable amount of follow-up work is 
being done behind ~his machinery. in aiding the development of these newly-cleared 
lands into profitable grasslands. 
ANDdAL HUSBANDRY 
Extension work in Saluda County in 1948 with Animal Husbandry included educational 
work with swine, beef cattle, mules and sheep, and demonstrations in feeding surplus 
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Irish potatoes to livestock. There is no veterinarian in Saluda County, and the 
county agents are called very frequently to aid in disease and parasite control work. 
Swine 
Very few farmers in Saluda County produce hogs comr:iercially, so most of the agents t 
work in this field has to do with 4-H club projects, home meat production and disease 
control work. A good bit of this time is spent in an effort to encourage production 
and proper curing of ~eat for hQme use. 
4-H Club Work: Swine work with 4-H members is reported under 4-H club work. 
Disease and Parasite Control: During the year 45 people were aided through the state 
Veterinarian• s Office in getting 215 hogs treated against hog cholera. There were 
several s·erious outbreaks in the county during the year and some time was spent in 
helping farmers get their hogs treated. 4 cases of swine flu were reported in February. 
Investigation traced all 4 cases to a load of pigs bought from a near-by auction market. 
Radio and newspaper publicity was given to the new sodium flouride recommendations for 
treating hogs for intestinal parasiteso Individual reco:mrlendations were also made to 
about 40 farmers. 
Nutritional Problems: Approximately 20 farmers were aided directly in treating nutri-
tional deficiencies and disease. Specific recormnendations were made for about 20 farmers 
as to properly balanced rations and general extension recommendations were made through 
news articles, the radio and personal contacts, as to the proper feeding and care of 
swine. 
Meat Curing: Many farmers are making good use of the meat curing rooms in the freezer 
locker plants at Saluda and Leesville. Operators of these plants are very cooperative 
with Extension employees. It is estimated that a total of 177,000 pounds of meat were 
cured in these 2 pl<l:11ts in the 12 months preceeding November 1, 1948. 
Beef Cattle 
Interest in beef cattle continues to grow in the county, and market prices throughout 
most of the year have been good. Beef cattle work included placing of purebred bulls, 
disease and insect control, personal aids in feeding and management problems, burdizzo 
and dehorning demonstrations, and aid in cattle sales and shows • . 
4-H Club Work: Beef Cattle work with 4-H members is reported under 4-II Club Work. 
Purebred Sires: 2 purebred beef bulls were placed in 1948 in the county for breeding 
purposes as shown below. 
Purebred Beef Bulls Placed 
Name Noo Breed Age Cost 
Ao R. Oxner 1 Hereford 6 months $150000 
B. L. Able 1 Hereford 8 months 350.00 
Totals 2 $500.00 
Disease and Insect Control: 11 farmers were aided in getting 155 calves treated through 
the state veterinarian's office against blacklego 50 farmers were given recommendations 
as to treatment of cattle for intes.tinal worms. General publicity was given as to cattle 
grub control, with specific recommendations being made for 30 farmers. The number of 
screw-worm infestations was very low this year. l demonstration was given and reco:wmen-
dations made to about 40 farmers for delousing cattle. 
... 29 ... 
:Miscellaneous Work: 7 burdizzo demonstrations on 15 calves and 2 dehorning demon-
strations on 6 calves were conducted in 1948. A pair of burdizzos is maintained in 
the county agentsr office for use by farmers of the county. The county agent at-
tended the Hereford Field Day in June at Clinmn, s. c. w.i. th 7 farmers. $48.61 
worth of veterinary supplies were ordered for 11 farmers. Newspaper and radio . pub-
licity was given to the dead animal removal service available from the Dixie Render-
ing Company, Lexington, S. c. Since many farmers always fail to burn or bury car-
casses involving highly contageous diseases such as hog cholera and cattle blackleg, 
this removal service should aid in preventing serious epidemics such as have been 
e:x:perienced here in the past. Livestock_films were shown to 751 people in 22 meet-
ings. 
Silage Production: Cane silage as a roughage for wintering beef cattle is rapidly 
gaining in popularity in Saluda County. No demonstrations were completed. 
Mule Colts 
1 jack is in use in the county at present and several fanners are ra.i.sing some very 
fine mule colts from their ovm mareso 3 of these farmers were visited and breeding 
and management problems discussed. 
Irish Potato Feeding Demonstrations 
Surplus Irish potatoes bought by the Commodity Credit Corporation under the support 
price laws were made av~lable to Saluda fanners in 1948. A totaJ. of 20 cars were 
delivered to 40 farmers in June and early July. One car obtained by R. Bo SheaJ.y 
was in particularly bad condition upon arrivaJ., but most of the others kept fairly 
well. Several farmers put their potatoes into ensilage, and many cooked them for 
hogs. Those feeding them fresh to dairy cattle reported excellent increases in milk 
production. No accurate cost records were kept, but all fanners reported that they 
were well pleased with the gains they attributed to these potatoes eitlter in meat or 
milk. 
DAIRYING 
Saluda County has a very good potential dairying section in the two Saluda River 
Valleys, and the milk routes to the Borden Plant in Newberry are affording this sec-
tion a good market at present. Cream stations in Newberry and Batesburg also afford 
a market for surplus cream. 1948 extension work in Dairying included aid in purchas-
ing and selling purebred bulls and heifers, disease and parasite control, aid to fluid 
milk and cream producers, 4-H dairy calf work, and miscellaneous activities. 
Purebred Bulls Placed: 4 purebred bulls were placed in 1948 in Saluda County as sum-
marized below. 
Name 
T. P. Mills 
J. F. Langford 
endel Boozer 
L. L. Able 
P. S. Bouknight 
Totals 

























Purebred Bulls Sold: Aid was furnished 3 farmers in selling 4 of the bulls reported 
in the preceecling table as shown on the top of the next page. 
Name 
o. P. '1:i.se 


















Purebred Heifers Placed: 11 purebred heifers and cows were placed in 1948, 3 o! 
them with 4-H boys, as shown below. 
Purebred Dairy Heifers Placed 
Name No. Breed Cost A~e 
Ted Coleman (4-R) 1 Guernsey $ 125.00 5 months 
William Coleman (4-H) 1 Guemsey 135.00 10 months 
Bobbie Hipp (4-H) 1 Guernsey 100.00 8 months 
T. P. Mills 3 Guernsey 1025.00 2,2½,6 years 
J. O. Addy- l Guernsey 180.00 5 ;rears 
J. Oo Addy 1 Guernsey 20.00 1 week 
E. B. Etheredge 1 Guernsey 75.oo 5 years 
E. B. Etheredge 1 Guernsey 751>00 3 months 
Harold Longshore 1 Guernsey 125.00 18 months 
Totals 11 $18&>.oo 
Purebred Females Sold: Aid was furnished 4 Saluda County f anners in selling 10 
purebred females in 1948 as follows: 
Name 
E. L. Corley 
Emily Corley 
1'1. N. Padget 
Go Eo Nichols 
Totals 


















Disease and Parasite Control: Phenothiazine was recommended to a number of farmers 
for worming calves, and recommendations made individually and in 4-H Clubs as to 
controlling cattle grubs and calf' diarrhea. Information as to testing for T. B. and 
Bang's disease and as to blackleg and masti.tis was furnished upon requesto 
Family Milk Supplz: Work was continued and gradual progress made in securing a good 
milk cow ror every farm family. The number of milk cows on farms of the county con-
tinues to show a vecy gradual increase. 
4-H Dairy Calf Club ~rk: Dairy calf club work as carried out in 1948 is summarized 
under 4-H Club work. 
Milk and Cream Routes: 155 f armers in .Saluda County sold a total of 2,246,000 pounds 
of fluid milk for $102,339.00 to the Borden Plant in Newberry in the first lo½ months 
of 1948. This is a &4% increase in volume and 48% increase in returns to farmers 
above the 1947 figures. In ad.di tion, a Grade 11A11 (Golden Guernsey) route was started 
from the county into Columbia, S. C. in March, 1948. The 3 patrons of this route, 
Messrs. T. P. Mills, R. L. Hipp and J. H. Ridgell, sold 1390732.8 pounds of milk for 
$9,891092 up to November 30th. Two new routes were organized in the spring which with 
the 3 old ones now covers more than 75% of the county. Considerable time was spent 
by the county agent in helping to organize these new routes and aiding patrons with 
increasing milk production by improving pastures, annual grazing, improved feeding 
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methods, etco Some idea of the increase in interest in dairying in Saluda C.ounty 
in the past 5 years can be obtained from the following table of milk sales to the 















Milk Sales to Borden Company, 
















Barn and Silo Construction: Harold Gibson., R-1, Saluda., s. C. owns a set of silo-
building forms and has constructed 4 new reinforced concrete silos in the county 
this year with a total capacity of 262 tonso Mr. Gibson also has copies of the 
economical shed-type milking barn plans worked out by the Extension Dairy Specialists, 
and he is aiding yri. t h const:ruction of these barns in the county, as well as aiding 
in construction of 4 Grade "A" barns in 1948. 
Miscellaneous Work: 11 farmers were aided in getting 33 dairy calves registered and 
7 farmers were aided in getting 19 animals transferred during 1948. A duplicate cer-
tificate was obtained for 1 farmero The county &gent attended one meeting of the 
Lower Piedmont Jersey Parish embracing Jersey Breeders from Laurens, Newberry and 
Saluda Counties and attended several sales of purebred dairy cattle. 11heeler Jersey 
, Farm, Saluda, had their registered herd classified in August. Of 21 animals involved, 
they had 1 Excellent (the herd sire, stan Rose Volunteer), 10 Very Good, 8 Good Plus 
and 2 Good, for an average of 84.88%0 Some int~rest in developing in the county in 
an artificial insemmination associationo This is not being encouraged at present, 
since there are harly enough cattle to support the project. E. 1. Corley, Kl..m Grove 
Farm, Saluda, was one of the original 29 sponsors of calfhood dehorning among South 
Carolina Guernsey breeders in 1948. Dairy films were shovm to 286 people at 9 meet-
ings. 
ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
Extension work in the field of Entomology and Plant Pathology in 1948 included crop 
and livestock diseases and insects, their control and eradication, the use of new 
chemicals, a rat control campaign and also work with beekeepers. 
Crop Diseases 
· Seed Treatment: The treatment of cotton seed and small grain seed with mercuric dusts 
is a generally established practice in Saluda County. Extension recommendations were 
given general publicity through newspaper, circular letters, radio and bulletins. 1 
demonstration in the use of some of the newer cotton seed treatment chemicals was con-
due ted on the farm of E. L. Corley, R-4, Saluda. This demonstration is summarizee pelow. 
Cotton Seed Treatment Demonstration--E. L. Corley 




May 10 June 4 256 
May 10 June 4 225 
May 10 June 4 195 
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An unusual amount of cotton wilt in the wilt-resisting strains was noted in Saluda 
C.ounty this £·...unmer. Mo B. Hal.J.J:aan, Batesburg, lost about 30% of his stand as can 
be seen in the above photograph taken August 12th. 
Severe infestations of armywonns, or Southern Grass Worms, were experienced by 
about 25 Saluda farmers in 1948. Wo A. Riddle, R-2, Saluda., suffered the heaviest 
damageo One of his corn fields, shown in the above photograph, was a complete 
loss. 
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Cotton Wilt: An unusual amount of Fusarium wilt was found in various cotton fields 
over the county throughout the county, although aJJ. fields in which it was noted 
were planted to wilt-resistant strains. M. B. Hallman, Batesburg, lost about 30% 
of a stand in a 10-acre field during July and .august. A photo of this field will 
be found on the preceeding page. 
Dodder Control: The burning of dodder in lespedeza fields is a general practice 
amone Saluda County famers, with vecy little dodder showing up in most fields in 
this section. Recommendations were made as to control of this pest through publi-
city channellso 
Sweet Potato Seed Treatment: General publicity was given through newspapers, radio, 
letters, bulletins, and farm visits as to treating sweet potatoes at bedding timeo 
It is estimated that 300 farmers used this method of curing sweet potato diseases. 
Orchard Diseases: Recommendations were made to a number of people as to control of 
orchard and shrub diseaseso Orchard spray schedules were furnished approximately 
tfJ farmerso Several farm visits were made investigating various peach, apple and 
pecan diseases. 
Small Grain Diseases: 1Yith the realization mn 1946 that some diseases not hereto-
fore considered serious were hurting grain production in this county, small grain 
disease survey work was started. This ,rork was followed up w.i. th considerably more 
attention in 1947. The county agent spent some time again this spring investigating 
the local situationo With a very small acreage and unusually bad growing conditions, 
very little was accomplished this year, howevero 
Miscellaneous Crop Diseases: Several farmers were aided in identifying diseases on 
various crops, shrubs , etco, throughout the year. Several diseased samples were also 
submitted to Extension Specialists for identification. 
Insects 
Peach Insect Control: Peach growers' attention was called to the import!lllce of treat-
ing orchards for borer control. About 1.5 farmers were furnished extension recommenda-
tions as to the methoqs of this treatmento Several investigations and recommendations 
were made for various fruit tree insects in home orchards. Extension specialists worked 
very closely with commercial orchardists in using proper insect control measureso 
Boll Weevil Control: A vecy intensive campaign was waged in the 1948 cotton insect 
control program. This campaign actuaJJ.y began in September of 1947 when the county 
agent and 7 farmers visited the Pee Dee ~eriment Station, Florence, S. c., to see 
the results of their experiments using the new chemical dusts, Benzane Hexachloride-
DDT, Chlorinated Camphene and Chlordane. This was followed by a det"ailed explanation 
of the experiment station results to the 428 people attending the county and coramuni ty . 
outlook meetings early in 19480 These experiment station results were mimeographed 
at the county agents• office and given general distribution both at these meetings and 
through a circular letter in which copies of Extension Circulars dealing w.i. th this pro-
gram were also mailed to aJJ. farmers in the county. 11 machinery and insecticide 
dealers in and adjacent to aluda County were contacted early in the spring by the 
county agents with regard to the outlook and prices of dusting machinery and the new 
insecticides. Close contact was maintained with these dealers throughout the seasono 
The state-wide publicity and advertising campaign waged in the spring and summer was 
supplemented locaJJ.y by the general circular letter reported above, a semi-monthly 
Cotton Letter mailed to 281 leaders throughout the season, frequent radio and news-
paper publicity, meetings and personal contacts. A county-wide cotton insect control 
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meeting was held M~ 25 at which Extension Specialists presented control recommen-
dations to l5 people. :Jeekly infestation field checks in the same 5 fields each 
week were started by the county agents the week of June 19 and continued through 
August 14. By means of these and numerous other infestation checks made upon re-
quest, the county agents were able to base local publicity and recommendations on 
the actual situation as it existed from week to week. Results of this ca.r:1paign 
were very gratifying although figures are unobtainable as to the actual increase 
in production brought about by it. Practicaly al farmers who used these new 
poisons, especialy the BHC-DDT, are thoroughly convinced that their coton yields 
were increased beyond the cost of carrying out their dusting programo It is esti-
mated that 50 hand dusters, 25 mule-drawn dusters and 40 tractor dusters were pur-
chased in the county ln 19480 There were practicaly no dusters in the county pre-
viously. Migration evidence was found the last week of July on the Ridge Section 
when the average infestation was 5% in fields that had received the complete recom-
mended dusting program. More requests were received by the county agents than could 
possibly be filed, for a demonstration of the correct method of mald.ng an infesta-
tion county. While a good deal of interest was exhibited in the new 11bug-catcher" 
machines introduced localy in 1947, the dusting program so completely over-shadowed 
them in interest among the general public that very litle was heard of them this year. 
The results of the weekly bol weevil infestat_ion counts are summarized below. 
Week Per Cent Infestation, Field Applications **Poison Used, Field 
#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 
June 19 *600 *300 *300 *150 *150 1-S 0 0  0  0 
June 26 4 *300 12 12 2 2-S 1-S 1-B 0 0 
July 2 5 9 5 22 9 3-S 2-S 1-B 0 1-B 
July 24 8 3  7 55 4 5-s 3-S 2-B 2-S 2-B,l-CC 
July 31 27 l 6 30 10 5-s 3-S 3-B 2-S,l-B 2-B,l-CC,l-Ch 
Aug 7 25 18 *** 27 3 5-S 3-S 3-B 2-S,2-B 2-:a,l-CC,l-Ch 
Aug 14 35 ?HHE- *** ~H(-}(" ~~  5-S 3-S 3-B 2-S,2-B 2-B,l-CC,l-Ch 
*No. weevils per acre; **S-SWeet Poison; B=BHC-DDT; CC=c:hlorinated Camphene; 
Ch:Chlordane; ***•Not enough squares to check. Numerous -weevils found in bloomso 
Miscelaneous Insect Control Activities; Recommendations were made by the county 
agents and entomologist for several farmers as to control of pecan t'Wig girdler and 
other miscelaneous insects. A severe infestation of a cricket-like creature was 
investigated in June, in a coton field on H. z. Duffie, Sr1so farm. The pest fed 
on the young stalks and leaves at night, kiling about 20% of an excelent stando 
No control was found as the insect lived in tiny buITows from 6 to 12 inches in the 
soil very similiar to chipmonks. Several severe infestations of the lesser com 
stalk borer were investigated in late July. K. J. Bodie, 'Ward, had practicaly a 
100% loss from this insect in a 10-acre field of late-planted so,neans. 
Army Worm Damage and Control: Corn, grain sorghum, sudan grass, and milet suffered 
considerable damage by unusualy severe army worm infestations this year. The first 
reported damage was investigated June 12th in a com field on E. Ho Padget's farm. 
The first report of a definite serious outbreak came July 9th, and within 3 days re-
ports of damage were streaming in from al sections of the county. Extension Special-
ist L. M. Sparks identified these insects as the Fal A.nzor .,orm (also known as South-
ern Grass Worm) and recommended application of the BHC-DDT coton dust as a control 
measure.· This poison as wel as both 5% and 10% DDT dust were tried by Saluda farmers. 
The kiling effect of the BHC-DDT coton dust was excelent in every case tried but 
it had to be used with caution due to the lack of information regarding the safety 
of using it on feed and grazing crops. The cost of BHC-DDT was also greater than DDT• 
5% and 10% DDT gave good results in most cases especialy with the smaler wormso Some 
of the larger worms survived applications of DDT dust but these worms pupated very 
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shortJ.y afterward. Poisoned baits were used to some extent. Where arsenic and corn 
meal was placed in the buds of grain sorghum the results were fair. However in one 
case in which wheat bran and arsenic was broadcast over a field of young sud~ very 
few dead worms were noticed. Chlorinated camphene was used only in one case and the 
corn was already- so nearly destroyed that no accurate picture of the results could 
be obtained. Much time was given to helping fanners and making recommendations against 
this threat of serious damage to crops. These poisons and the pupating of the worms 
ended the threat at that time. It was estimated that about 1000 acres of crops were 
seriously damaged by the worm. However, probably less than a hundred acres were total-
ly destroyed. Most of the damaged plants grew out and made fair yieldso However., at 
the time of harvest more damage to corn and grain sorghum. was noticed than was believed 
to have occurred. The stems at the base of many ears of com were nearly eaten through 
causing the ears to fall to the ground as they became dried out. Holes in the shucks 
and cobs made b;r the worms allowed water and rot organisms to enter and this caused 
much damage to the grain. A photograph of one of the most seriously damaged fields of 
corn will be found on page 32. 
Bean Beetle Control: General recommenda ti.ans were made through the news columns., radio 
and personal contact as to control of the Mexican bean beetle. The use of rotenone for 
this purpose is a general practice and this dust is stocked by many stores of the county. 
Harlequin Bug Control: Publicity was given in the newspapers., letters., personal con-
tacts and in 4-H club meetings on the use of Sabadilla dust for Harlequin bug control 
on cabbageo Local stores stock this dust., and results from its use are very gratify-
ing. It•s use is becoming general over the county. 
Screw rm Control: Farmers were reminded through news columns., the radio., and personal 
contacts about screw worm control. Infestation of this pest was unusually light this 
;rear., only 2 cases being reported to the county agents• officeo Many farmers with very 
much livestock keep the USDA fon.nula., Smear 62., on hand., and they report very favorabl;r 
on its useo 
Animal Disease and Parasite Control: Reported under swine, beef cattle and dairy cattle. 
House Fly Control: A great many complaints were received during the summer of the ap-
parent ineffectiveness of DDT in house fly controlo 5-pound sample of metho:,cy-chlor 
,ras obtained and demonstrated in the Wheeler Jersey Farm dairy late in the summer.. Ex-
cellent control was reported for the following 3 weeks. 
Miscellaneous 
Cotton Defoliation: The use of cyan.amid, a chemical dust, in defoliating cotton with 
heavy growth, came in for more interest on the part of Saluda County farmers in 19480 
Recommendations as to its use were made on a card to all fanners in late August. It 
is estimated that 500 acres of cotton were chemically defoliated b;r 25 farmers in the 
county this year, mostly with good results. Cotton generally had a fairly large weed 
growth., but good vreather prevented the need for much defoliationo 
Treating Fence Posts: About 20 farmers were given infonnation on the zinc chloride 
treatment of fence posts. Information was also publicized in the papers, and on the 
radio as to the procedure. A considerable number of the revised bulletins on this 
subject were distributed. 
2.,4-D Damage to Cotton: P. G. Coleman, Chappells, damaged about 1 acre of ~otton in 
spraying weeds around his front yard with 2,4-D. The stalks were only partially dam-
aged, and outgrew the damage to some extent. 
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Films Used: Entomology films were shown to 298 people at 9 meetings in 1948 0 
Rat Control Campaign: A rat control campaign planned at th~ February USDA Council 
lleeting was can-ied out in March o Following preliminary newspaper and radio publi-
city, arrangements were made with 26 rural store operators whereby they would take 
orders and help distribute the ready-mixed red squill-ground fish bait we planned 
to ~se. A circular letter was then sent to all rural people on March 2nd advising 
them of . the plan and urging that they participate. Orders were accepted through 
March 12 and the 321 orders for bait were delivered to the stores March 23, where 
those folks placing orders picked it up. The cardboard cartons containing the 3-
pound packages of bait were practically all damaged in transit and had to be re-
wrapped in heavy paper by the county agents. Most folks reported natisfaction with 
the results, although some who put, out the bait 'by hand reported that it was not 
eaten. Following is a financial statement of the campaign. 
FINAJ-l"CIAL STATEMENT OF RAT CAMPAIGN 
EX:PENSFS: 
325 orders @ 90¢ 
Express on bait 
325 postal cards 
1.50 lbs • of Ice 
LOOSES: 
Total Ex:penses 
2 packages ® Mrs. Evelyn Ruff ts 
l package @ Agricultural Building 
1 package@ Ho E. Unger~s 
RF.CEIPTS: 









Most of the beekeeping work in Saluda County in 1948 was done by the Extension Spe-
cialist. A good many bees starved again this spring, the extremely wet fall prevent-
ing them from building up sufficient stores. 
The county agent aided with 2 transferring and condensing 10 hives for J. H. :McDowell 
and B. B. Crouch. l requeening demonstration was also conducted. 
' 7 beekeepers attended a county meeting February 2nd, 29 attended another meeting March 
2nd, and 20 attended on :March 20th. Extension Specialist E. S. Prevost led very in-
teresting and informative discussions at these meetings. 7 Saluda County beekeepers 
also attended the State Beekeepers• Jil'l.Ilual Meeting on March 17th. 
Beekeeping films were shown to 55 people in 2 meetings in 1948. 
FORESTRY 
EKtension work in Forestry in 1948 included educational work in reforesting, selec-
tive cutting, fire control, insect control, bow sa,v demonstrations, marketing and 
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the 5-acre pulpwood thinning contest. Much assistance was received from the ex-
tension foresters who made several farm visits with the county agent relative to 
pulpwood and timber marketingo 
Reforesting: With the state legislature again in 1948 making free seedlings avail-
able to !armers of the state, deliveries were made to 8 farmers for a toi;,al of 
38,000 seedlings. Some late orders for seedlings were not filled· because the supply 
was exhausted. A record of seedlings delivered to Saluda County fanners in 1948 
is g:i ven below o 
Landowner 
O. Wo Black, Jr. 
O. W. Black, Jr. 
James 1':fo Bodie 
Jo c. Boland 
J. Co Burton 
John S. Griffith 
W'o H. Stuckey 
So L. Wright 
Total by Species, 
Record of Seedlings Delivered in Saluda County 
Address Number 
Saluda, s. c. 
Saluda, s. c. 
Monetta, S. c. 
R-3, Batesburg, 
Monetta, s. Co 
s. c. 
R-2, f.al.uda, s. c. 
Ridge Spring, s. c. 



















Planting Demonstration: A planting demonstration was held on Mro Wo No Padgett s 
farm with 24 present. This demonstration held in cooperation with the District 
Forester•s Office, covered the correct method of handling heeling-in planting pine 
seedlings for best survival. 
Woodland Examinations: Woodland examinations were made on 15 farms in the county 
in 1948 by a trained forester. On these farms 2,399 acres were appraised, of which 
327 acres were marked for selective cutting, and on which it was found there were 
497,364 board feet of lumber. Several days were spent with extension foresters in 
visiting farmers and making recommendations as to the use of their woodlands. The 
following is a summary of woodland examinations made in Saluda County in 1948. 
Lando'Wller 
O. B. Able 
o. W. Black, Jr. 
L. M. Asbill 
Earle Boozer 
J.P. Butler, Jr. 
M. Wo Clary 
Ho G. Cromley 
Mrs. B. Co Dominick 
Mrs o D. B. Harrington 
John A. Long 
Jo A. Satcher 
Mrs. F. Tourign;y 
Smith White 
J. W. Yonce 





































Cork Oak Program; In March 10 pounds of cork oak acorns donated by the Crown Cork 
& Seal Company, Baltimore, Md., were distributed to 300 4-H Club members. A good 
many of these acorns had sprouted before arrival and many sprouts had been broken 
off in transit. The boys planted them anyway, but results have been very disappoint-
ing. The 2-year old Cork Oak seedling planted on the County Court House grounds at 
Arbor Day ceremonies in 1946 died this summer. Arrangements for replacing it are 
now being made, howevero 
Pulpwood Marketing: Information on pulpwood market prices, requirements, etc., was 
furnished to approximately 20 farmers by the county agents. More and more farmers 
are realizing that they can market their pulpwood with their fann labor to a great-
er advantage than to sell it on the stump, and many are beginning to follow this 
practice in utilizing their labor in the "slack" seasons., The agents have encouraged 
this practice in connection with approved thinning and culling practices in preference 
to selling wholesale to buyers. 
Insect Control: Information was furnished several fanners as to sai'e cutting dates 
for the control of the pine beetle. 
Fire Prevention: A notable decrease is seen in the number of Saluda County forest 
fires in the past 4 years. Several factors are involved in this decrease, a main 
one being our county ranger, Mr. H. Bo White. Ur. White has worked hard since his 
appointment in urging and encouraging fire control measures. An outdoor poster cam-
paign carried on by Mr. White has helped. Plenty of rains in the fall, winter and 
spring also aitied in control of fires and prevented them from spreading. Forest fire 
control was publicized in the local papers and urged through personal contacts, and 
4-H clubs. Special leai'lets and 4-H bookmarks were also distributed. During the sw11-
mer of 1946, a fire control tower was erected just west of Saluda, and this tower was 
soon put to good use. A special Fire Prevention publicity campaign was waged in Octo-
ber in connection w.i. th National Fire Prevention Week, October S-ll. Full advantage was 
taken of news columns and radio programs for this campaign. Following is a summary of 




area in county------------------168 acres 
Area Burned Per Cent Average Fire 
130.4 acres .077 9.3 acres 
Cause of Fires 
Miscellaneous 
1-2.0 acres 
and Total Acreage Burned From Ea.ch Cause: 
Lightening Smokes Debris Burning 





A Forestry Quiz Contest was conducted in 44 schools with 2,220 entrieso 34 talks were 
made by the Forest Ranger to 852 people. Saluda County had the smallest nwnber of fires 
in the state, but not the smallest acreage burned. 
5-Acre Pulpwood Thinning Contest: Newspaper publicity and personal visits failed to 
generate much local. interest in the state-vd.de ·5-acre pulpwood thinning contest in 
1948. 3 farmers entered the contest and 2 coro.pleted excellent projects. M • .Earle 
Stone, R-1, Saluda, won the first county prize of $2S.OO and C. Go Berry won the second 
prize of $10000. Records of these thinning projects are summarized below. 
Name 
Ma E. stone 
Co G. Berry 
Totals 
Average per acre 
Summary of Pulpwood Thinning 







4-H Forestry Work: Saluda County 4-H boys did not attend summer camp due to the 
polio situation, but 1 forestry program was presented at each meeting in January 
to 334 members. Forest-fire control boolanarkers and stamps were also distributed 
to 4-H club members. 
Miscellaneous Work: .1n up-to-date Saluda County sawmill list was compiled in 1947 
from the old list of Saluda County mills in conjunction with an Industrial Survey 
then being made. This list was revised and brought up-to-date in 1948. Forestry 
films were shown to 252 people in 9 meetings in 1948. Pulpwood prices, pole prices 
and a pulpwood directory were kept up-to-date by Extension Specialists and this in-
formation was furnished to farmers upon requesto Several farmers were aided with 
fence post treating problems as reported under Entomology. A survey in 1948 showed 
that J.E. Boatwright, lbnetta, S. c., is operating an open-vat preservative plant 
for treating fence posts. This is the only such establishment in the countyo Numer-
ous copies of several forestry leaflets, envelope stuffers, etc. were distributed 
in 1948. 
4-H CLUB WORK 
Boys• 4-H Club Work was conducted through 9 clubs with 231 boys enrolled at the end 
of the 1948 year in Saluda County. 
Enrollment and Completions: Following is given a list of the clubs and a swmnary 
of enrollment and completions. 











4-H Club Records: 
bers in 1948. 











Summary of 4-H Enrollment and Completions 
No. Members No. Completed Per Cent Members 
Enrolled Demonstrations Completing Demonstrations 
28 16 57.1 
41 22 53.7 
76 22 28.9 
8 1 12.6 
17 11 64o7 
6 l 16.7 
l4 3 14.3 
9 2 22o2 
32 7 21.9 
231 84 Average 36.36 
Following is summarized the completed records of 4-H Club Mem-
Poultry Club Records 
Strong Chicks Bought Total Total Total 
or Hatched Value Cost Profit 
1,224 $1158.oo $512.40 $645.60 
103 99.00 67.80 31.20 
100 121.00 55.15 65.85 
100 111.82 59.00 52.82 
400 488.58 386.57 102.01 
400 300.00 218.66 81.34 
325 321.25 221.15 lOOalO 
100 80.oo 47.00 33.00 
33 17.50 6.50 11.00 
2,785 $2697.15 $1.574.23 $ll22.92 
Average per 100 chicks $96.85 $56.53 $401132 
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Sweet Fbtato Club Records 
No. of Total Total Total 
Na.me of Member Acres Yield (Bu.) Value Cost Profit 
Bobby D. She~ 1/20 12 $20.00 $ 7.88 $12.12 
Ralph Riddle i/2 75 75.00 19.00 56.oo 
Charles Attaway 1/10 25 35.oo 12.08 22.92 
Totals .6.5 ll2 $130.00 $38.96 $91.04 
Averages per bushel $1.16 $0.35 $0.81 
Sow and Litter Pig Club Records 
No. Pigs No. Pigs Total Total Total 
Name of Member Farrowed Raised Value Cost Profit 
Milton Schumpert 5 5 $175.00 $ll5.oo $6ooOO 
Alfred Nichols 10 8 335.00 225.oo 110.00 
David Derrick 1 3 190.00 98c20 91.80 
Eamund Waters 25 16 255.00 144. 50 no.50 
Totals 47 a2 $955.00 $582.70 $372.30 
Averages per pig raised $29.84 $18.21 $11.63 
Peanut Club Records 
No. of Total Total Tota! 
Name of Member Acres Yield (Bu.) Value Cost Profit 
Huey Lo Cockrell 1/2 7 $28.oo $12.80 $15.20 
I,odd Havird 1/4 11 44.oo 29.65 1.4.35 
Totals - 3/4 1.8 $72.00 $42.45 ~29.55 
Averages per bushel $4.00 $2.36 ~1.64 
Corn Club Records 
No. of Total Total Total 
Name of Member Acres Yield (Bu.) Value Cost Profit 
Beacham Bradley 2 35 $52.50 $30.00 $22.50 
Roscoe Hightower 1 40 &J.oo 29.51 30.49 
aldorf Matthews 2 52 103000 67.80 35.20 
Talton Rinehart l½ 6o 105.00 87.69 17 031 
Lynwood Matthews 2 &J 125.00 84.15 40.85 
Fred Fulmer 4 85 127.50 97.00 30.50 
John o. Matthews 1 30 45.00 21.85 23.15 
Henry Cromer 2 75 112 .50 50.52 61.98 
Parks Aull 1 40 90.00 69.00 21.00 
Robert Havird 2 60 90.00 34.10 55.90 
Emanuel Quattleb8Ulll 11,. 45 67.50 42.25 25.25 
Ted Pugh 2½ 63 94.50 63.00 31050 
Milton Attaway· 1 45 67.50 41.81 26.69 
Billy Quattlebaum 1½ 35 52 050 43.00 9.50 
·David Oswald 1 70 105.00 44.85 &J.15 
Bobby Holcombe 1 40 60.00 26.40 33.60 
Lewis Jolmson 18 JtiJ 540.00 276.45 263.55 
Charles A. Moore 2 .50 75.00 26.10 48.90 
F.d.ward Mitchell 1 30 45.oo 30.10 l4o90 
Ed Blair Riley 1 30 60.oo 36.10 i.3.90 
Totals 47 1305 $2077050 $1201.68 $875.82 
verages per acre 27.8 $44.20 $25.57 $18.63 
Averages per bushel $1.59 $0.92 $0.67 
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Breeding Pig Club Record 
Noo Days Gain Total Total Total 
Name of Member Animals Fed in Wto Value Cost Profit 
Louis Rodgers 10 100 11.50 $287050 $254060 $32090 
Fat Pig Club Records 
No. Days Gain Total Total Total 
Name of Member Animals Fed in 1 t. Value Cost Profit 
Billy Hannon 1 255 325 $100000 $.So.so $49.50 
Paul .'»healy 1 214 375 135.00 26.17 108.83 
James B. Oswald 2 210 170 140.00 83.1.5 56.85 
Robert Snelgrove 4 120 325 70.00 43.90 26al0 
Don Rodgers 1 120 17.5 50o00 38.4.5 n . .55 
Franklin Rogers 1 107 145 35.00 25000 lOoOO 
Bobby Ruff 5 1.52 180 40.00 28030 11.70 
Atwood Frye 1 105 170 68.7.5 51.05 17.70 
Lacy Havird 1 24.5 270 75000 58.80 16.20 
Bobby Ruff 5 180 115 40.00 22.60 l7o40 
Tessier Wheeler 9 266 1465 320.00 212.50 107050 
Frazier Harmon 4 230 920 350.00 185.95 164005 
Kenneth Lo Rinehart 1 210 170 50.00 29.00 21.00 
Larry Lake 1 82 49 25.00 13.31 11.69 
Edwin Werts 1 270 225 66.oo 46ol0 19090 
Charles Jumper 1 ll2 325 100.00 54.85 45.15 
Dwight Miller 3 460 960 160.00 37.65 122.35 
Jerry Forrest 1 300 350 00.00 55.oo 25.00 
Roland Whittle 1 95 90 25.00 17.60 7.40 
Dwight Kirkland 1 180 220 60.oo 45.90 14010 
James Dukes 1 90 125 45.oo 28.25 16.75 
Alf red Adams 1 150 234 61.74 47075 13.99 
Lamar Bartley 1 303 350 200.00 128.57 71.43 
Carl Fulmer 2 280 545 180000 107.50 72.50 
Totals 50 4736 8278 $2476.49 $1437.85 $1038064 
Averages per pig 94o7 165.6 $49.53 $28. 76 . $20.77 
Average daily gain per pig---1.75 pounds 
Dairy Calf Club Records 
No. To1faJ. Total Total 
Name of Member Animals Value Cost Profit 
George Mills l $325.00 $279.00 $46.oo 
'Ibmmy Perry 1 7.5.00 64.50 10 • .so 
Bobby Hipp l 1.so.00 124.04 2.5.96 
Ted Coleman 1 190.90 l5lo40 39.50 
William Coleman 1 240.00 223.11 16.89 
Harold Bedenbaugh l 85.00 77.90 7.10 
l'rancis Hipp 1 150000 106000 44000 
Rudy Able 1 100.00 75010 24.90 
Bradford Coleman 1 so.oo 60030 19070 
Billy Attaway 1 350.00 314.oo 36000 
Totals 10 ij17li5.90 $Jl't5o96 $270055 
Averages per calf $174.59 $147 • .54 $27.05 
( 
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Garden Club Records 
No. of Yield Total Total Total 
Name of Member Acres (Bu.) Value Cost Profit 
John David Long 1/2 19 $39050 $8.70 $30.80 
Gene F.iiwards 1/4 13½ 26.50 7.65 18.85 
Louis Forrest Hotbed 1000 plants 5.00 3.00 2.00 
Totals 374 i7I.oo Jl~.35 ;;1.05 
Beef Calf Club Records 
Noo Days Gain Total Total Total 
Name of Member Animals Fed in wt. Value Cost Profit 
Sam Chapman 1 97 125 $126.oo $122.00 $ 4.oo 
Billy Hallman 1 124 81 43.52 22.00 21.52 
Billie Trotter l ll7 150 81000 61.00 20.00 
Robert Bedenbaugh l 270 270 71.50 50.95 20.55 
Tommie Mo .DeLoach l 330 200 150.00 135.00 15.oo 
0 'Merle Whittle l 54 135 37.50 21.50 16.00 
Broadus '&bittle 1 96 186 135.00 89.58 45.42 
Totals 7 1088 1147 $644052 $502.03 $:i.42049 
Averages per calf 15504 163.9 $92.07 $7L72 $20.36 
Average daily gain per calf--------1.054 pounds 
Silage Corn Club Record 
No. of 'tie1r- Total Total Total 
Name of Member Acres Tons Value Cost · Profit 
Jim Ri.dfiell 2 8 1160000 f69.35 f90o65 
Completed Demonstrations: Below is a summary of completed demonstrations of 4-H 
Club projects from Sa1ucta County in 19480 
Summary Completed Demonstrations 
Demonstrations No. Completed Value Cost Profit 
Poultry 9 $2697 015 $1574.23 $ll22 .92 
Silage Corn 1 160.00 69.35 90.65 
Corn 20 2077.50 1201.68 &75082 
Sow & Litter 4 955.00 582.70 372.30 
Garden 3 7lc,OO 19.35 51065 
Peanuts 2 72.00 42.45 29.55 
SWeet Potatoes 3 130.00 38.96 91.04 
Dairy Calf 10 1745.90 1475.35 270.55 
Beef Calf 7 644.52 502.03 142..49 
Fattening Pig 24 2476.49 1437.85 1038.64 
Breeding Pig 1 287«>50 254.60 32.90 
Totals 84 11Ii:317 .oo i119s.;s i!inB.SI 
4-H Camp: Saluda County 4-H Club members did not attend annual summer camp in 
1948 due to a serious epidemic of poleonzy-li tus in the state during the summer. 
County 4-H Council: A county-m.de Rally Day was held on May 8th attended by 130 
club embers. Pleasant Grove Community 4-H Club demonstrated a model 4-H club 
meeting that was easily the highlight of the programo 
Fair Ex:hibi ts: Summarized on the following page are 4-H exhibits at the NewbeITy 
County Fair, the State Fair, and the Augusta, Georgia .Exchange Club Fair from 
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Newberry County Fair Exhibits 
No. Members Number Number 







Souti;l Carolina State Fair Exhibits 
No. Dem.hers Number Number 
Exhibiting »itries Placings 
12 12 10 
2 4 4 
14 16 14 
Augusta Fair Exhibits 

















The preceeding 3 tables sho~ that Saluda County 4-H Club members won a total of 
$108027 on their 32 exhibits at these 3 fairs in 1948. 
4-H Contests: A 4-H livestock judging team was organized and trained in 1948 by 
the county ag.ents in Saluda County. .A total of 6 boys competed for the team during 
the training period. The boys that were finally picked for the district elimina-
tion contest at the State Fair Grounds in April were Larry Frye, Larry Lake, William 
Coleman, Harold Bedenbaugh, and J. O. Matthews, Jr. The team placed 6th in the con-
testo None of these boys had had any previous judging experience. Larry Lake and 
Winiford Metts attended a Tractor School in connection with the 4-H Tractor Maintenance 
project in September, 1948, as reported on page l?, under .agricultural .Engineering. 
Miscellaneous ork: The 4-H cork oak acorn program is reported under Forestry on 
page 38. 3 dairy calves were placed with club boys as reported under Dairying on 
page 30. A demonstration was conducted at each December club meeting of making 
plastic-covered steel bracelets. Both boys and girls thoroughly enjoyed this pro-
gram. Crouch Brothers, R-1, Batesburg, donated a turkey for the annual 4-H banquet 
during State Fair Week. Saluda Frozen Foods, Inc., Saluda, also donated the slaugh-
tering and dressing of this turkey. 4-H Films were shown to 215 adults at 4 meetings. 
Films were also shown at 21 4-H meetings to 1020 members. 
HORTICUL'l'CJRE 
Extension work in Horticulture in 1948 included work with home gardens, truck crops, 
orchard l'{ork and sweet potatoes. Horticultural films were shown to 224 people at 7 
meetings. 
Gardens 
A great deal of interest in gardening continued in 1948 as a result of continued food 
shortages and rising prices. Gardening got off to a late start, however, not even 
one having been prepared on April 1 due to the excessive winter rains. Garden infor-
mation was presented in news articles, radio programs, at the comm.unity outlook meet-
ings, in 4-H Club meetings and the monthly Garden Letter which was mailed to 200 peo-
ple each month. Adequate home gardens were specifically stressed through the Food 
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an9- Feed Production Progra.mo It is estimated that there were 21100 home gardens in Saluda County in 1948. 
Garden insect and disease work is reported under the Entomology and Plant Pathology 
heading of this report. Specific recommendations as to the use of lime, borax, fer-
tilizers and seed vari ties were made for approximately 100 people during 19480 
Smret Potatoes 
Information was furnished to farmers through the Sweet Potato Letter and in the out-
look meetings, in circular letters, radio programs and news articles as to treatment 
of their sweet potato seed at bedding time. Extension recommendations were made to 
approximately 25 people as to the borax method of seed treatment, as this treatment 
becomes more popular each yearcr Each issue of the Sweet Potato Letter was mailed to 
113 people. 
Infonnation was also furnished farmers through the various publicity channells as to 
proper care and handling of sweet potatoes at digging time. Although interest in 
growing sweet potatoes for market is increasing, few farmers are producing a good 
quality producto This is due to two factors, one the small amount of good sweet 
potato soil in this county and the other a lack of realization on the part of most 
growers that sweet potatoes must be handled carefully and cured righto 
Fire-heated Hotbeds: Zo H. Salter, Ward, operated his 6 water-heated hotbeds very 
successMly in producing an average of 1,250 plants per bushel of seed bedded. These 
beds all operate from a central hotwater jacket, and although each bed is 100 feet 
long, it was fou..."'ld that the temperature only drops about 2 degrees from one end to 
the other. This was true despite the fact that the ,veather was very wet throughout 
the early part of the plant-growing seasono llfh:is demonstration was the only hotbed 
demonstration conducted this year, as shown below0 
Name 









Bushels Date Date first 
Bedded Bedded Plants Pulled 
400 March 26 April 15 
total No. 
Plants Pulled 
Curing: Much assistance has been received from the Assistant Horticultural Special-
ist on curing sweet potatoes. z. H. Salters, Ward, is operating his 4000 bushel com-
munity curing house again this winter. Suggestions were made for several farmers as 
to construction of the trough-aerated sweet potato bank. 
Plants: The use of good seed stock and good plants not only for commercial growers 
but aiso for home use has been urged in letters, farm visits and news articles. Sev-
eral farmers were aided in obtaining certified plants for their home grown patcho 
The growing of potatoes with marketable fl sh and sld.n color has been strongly em-
phasized in personal visits to the commercial growers. A list of certified plant 
growers was obtained for a local business that handled plants. 
Orchards 
The commercial peach crop in the Ridge Section was seriously damaged by frost in 19480 
A total of 88 cars of peaches were shipped to terminal markets from Saluda County this 
year, compared with 550 last year. Commercial truckers, however, hauled a larger per-
centage of the 1948 crop than in 1947 • No figures are available for this. Labor 
again was a major problem in getting the crop harvested and packed, though not as ser-
ious as in the past 4 years . 
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Pruning and Spraying: 2 demonstrations were given as to proper pruning of peach trees. 
Hoe orchard spray schedules were furnished to approximately 60 farmers, 5 farmers at-
tended a "mist-sprayer" demonstration at Johnston, ,;,, c. in Octobero The new peach and 
apple spray schedules were also furnished to all co:rmnercial orchardists in the county. 
Planting: 2 farmers were aided in 1948 in making up fruit and nut tree orders for 14 
trees for home orchardso Several farmers of the county have small commercial apple or-
chards and some time was spent with the orchard specialist visiting these farmers and 
aiding them with production, fertilization and spray problems. 
Meetings: The county agents and 9 commercial orchardists attended the Peach Production 
and Marketing School arranged and conducted by Extension Specialists at Spartanburg, 
January 14th and 15tho USDA representatives explained a proposed Peach Marketing Agree-
ment at a Ridge peach growers meeting in Johnston on March 11th with 10 Saluda farmers 
attending. 5 farmers obtained ballots to vote in the referendum held in late a:yo The 
agreement was not put into ffect this year. 1 other peach grower meeting held was at-
tended by only 3 people. 
Miscellaneous: Several farmers were aided with miscellaneous orchard problems by the 
agent and specialists. The Monthly Orchard Letter prepared by .Extension Specialists 
was mailed to 129 people each month. 
Truck Crops 
ASparagusg There is very little truck crop acreage in the county, asparagus being the 
principal oneo Late cold cut yields some again this year, and the market was not very 
good. Most growers are losing interest in this crop, and acreage is rapidly decreasing. 
A total of 2000 crates of asparagus were shipped from the county in 19480 
Other Truck Crops: Several industrious small farmers in th county have substituted 
small acreages of different truck crops for cotton since the beginning of the waro These 
farmers retail their produce individually or in small groups on the Columbia and Augusta 
markets and in the textile mill tovms close to the county. The county agent has aided 
several of these farmers in insect and disease control, and in supplying information as 
to recommended varieties, fertilizer rates, planting dates, etco Growers Certificates 
were issued to 4 fan:n.ers whereby they could sell their produce without town tax penalties 
in nearby townso 
MARKETING 
Marketing work in 1948 consisted of aiding farmerst cooperatives and in aiding indivi-
dual f anners in buying and selling miscellaneous i temso 
Cooperative Marketing: Early in 1946 the F.c.x. Cooperative Services, Inc., a subsi-
dlary of the F.CoX. Cooperative, Inc., of Raleigh, No C,, took over all assets and lia-
bilities of the old Farmers Mutual Exchange, Inc. of Saluda. A local war-veteran, Po:S.. 
Waters, one of the originators of the Columbia, Slo Co, F.C.Xo Cooperative, was appointed 
as manager. The local cooperative opened for business in .ii4>ril, 1946. A modern seed-
cleaner, hannn.ermill and feed mixer have been installedo This cooperative does not need 
Extension supervision. 
The county agent has aided farmers by supplying information as to supplies and services 
available at this new businesso 
The Saluda County Agricultural Committee signed an agreement with the Farmers Coopera-
tive Educational Association, a cooperative formed to handle TVA fertilizer materials 
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in the state. Through this agreement, 40 tons of TVA Alllmonium Nitrate (33% N) was 
obtained in November 1948 for top--0ressing winter grazing demonstrationso The 
County ColilIDittee set up a Demonstration Planning Sub-Committee, consisting of J. c. 
Riley, Chairman, B. Lo Able, and Ro Lo Rankin, Treasurer, this connni ttee to handle 
the TVA material which was obtained as reported under Agronomy. The Treasurerrs re-
port of this comm.i ttee is not available at present 0 
Miscellaneous Marketing: :U:arketing work was caITied on throughout the year in aid-
ing lamers to sell their products and to buy wisely. total of $48.61 worth of 
miscellaneous livestock supplies, bacterins, etco were ordered for farmers as occa-




Purebred Beef Bulls 
Purebred Dairy Bulls 





Velvet Bean Seed 
.Hyorid Corn ,)eed 
Oats Seed 
Queen Bees 
Borden Milk Jal.es 
Pulpwood 
Annual Lespedeza Seed 
Purebred Dairy Heifers 
Pure bred Dairy Bulls 
Totals 









































The peach and asparagus crops are marketed through strongly organized growers• coop-
eratives which do not require extension supervision. Weekly Market Reports from the 
ColU111.bia and Augusta livestock auction markets were received during 1948. By stay-
ing in contact with the local market through these reports, agents were better able 
to make recommendations to farmers. Contact was also maintained with the peach and 
sweet potato markets through the regular USDA market reporting service. Contact 
with pulpwood and pole markets was maintained through Eictension Specialists and local 
producerso 
POULTRY 
Poultry is a major income item on many farms in Saluda County and fanners were aided 
whenever possible in this work. Yfork included educational information as to sani ta-
tion and disease control, building and _equipment plans and 4-H poultry work. Very 
hi gh feed prices and unsteady broiler and turkey markets over the past few years has 
considerably cut the size of the poultry industry in Saluda County recentlyo Ro Co 
Metts, and o 8. Forrest both continue to operate broiler pickers and market their 
dressed poultry through weekly routes in this areao 
Sani ta ti.on and Disease Contr61: RecoL!Cilendations wer made for appro::ximately 75 farmers 
in treating their poultry for parasites and diseases and general publicity given through 
news articles, radio, circular letters as to sanitation measures and precautionsoFwl.try 
vaccination for fowl pox is quite a general practice among flock owners • 
. Miscellaneous Poultry Work: 14 farmers were furnished building and equipment plans. 
H .. E. Shealy, R.OoPo breeder, was aided in his flock breeding work. Mr. Shealy oper-
ates au. S. Cerified PulloI'\lm-Clean Hatchery. One breeder was aided in getting his 
small flock tested. a survey showed the follo,ving hatcheries in operation in Saluda 
County in 1948. A broiler producers meeting was held February 24th with 16 present. 
Extension Specialist Gooding led a discussion of sanitation and disease control mea-
sures. Poultry films were shown to llO people at 4 meetings. 
Name 
J. L. & Ho v. Cogburn 
J. Lo Ox:ner 
Jo D. Watson 
N. W. Watson 
H .. E. Shealy 
Eo O. Unger 
Total 
Saluda County Hatcheries 
Address 
Ridge Spring, Soc. 
R-2, Leesville, So Co 
Johnston, s. c. 
1'/ard, S. Co 
R-2, Leesville, S. c. 









Turkeys: A low-priced 1946 and 1947 Christmas Market and very high feed prices in 
the spring discouraged many of our turkey raisers, and production was cut heavily 
again this 7ear. Several deys were spent and aid obtained from the specialist in 
helping the turkey producers of the county. Losses from diseases were not so high 
in most flocks, however, as most growers are taking better care of their turkeys. 
Crouch Brothers, Holstein Cross-Roads, donated a turkey to the annual 4-H Banquet 
during State Fair Weeko 
Testing: Summarized below is the hatchery report of Eictension Specialist ef work 
cfone in Saluda County in 1948. 
Hatchery- Report-1948 
Name No. No. Noo Noo Dox. Value Birds Birds Birds Hatching With 
Reacted Culled Eggs Sold Premium 
CHICKENS: 
Mrso W. E. Eargle, Sr. 186 0 30 840 $58.80 
Julian Frye 243 0 9 1,380 1,035.00 
Eo • Oxner 374 0 170 2,100 1,890.00 
H. E. Shealy . 1,030 0 0 4,242 2,969.40 
So A. Snelgrove 277 0 9 2,790 1,953.00 
J. Io Stoudemayer 114 l 0 330 231.00 
Jo Do Watson 3,736 0 370 14,740 10,706020 
TURKEYS: 
Crouch Brothers 576 0 140 2,390 $478.oo 
VISUAL INSTRUCTION 
Visual Instruction work consisted of educational use of film strips, slides, photo-
graphs, charts and mapso 
Film Strips: Extension films were shown at 140 meetings to 4,871 fann people. Non-
extension films were also shown at 3 meetings to 78 people by the county agents. 
Films of a general or recreational nature were shown to 808 people in 27 meetings. 
These figures are included in the above totalso We are very proud of the projector 
r 
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assigned to this county in 1946 and. are putting it to extension useo From experience 
gained in the past, the county agent realizes that this is an important means of in-
creasing attendance at meetings and also an excellent educational methodo The projec-
tor was checked by Extension Specialist Riley on January 12th for any needed repairs 0 
Slides: Colored slides were shown by Ext~nsion Specialists to 200 people at 1 meeting 
in 1948. 
Photographs: No satisfactory camera has been available this year so very few pictures 
were made by the county agents. Some pictures in possession of the county agent were 
used educationally. 
Charts, Maps: Charts and maps were used in the county agents' office and also pointed 
out in bulletins distributedo 
PMA. ACTIVITIES 
Information as to the 1948 ACP program of the Pl4A. was furnished an estimated 1200 farm-
ers by the county agent in 1948 in meetings, news columns, a weekly radio program, cir-
cular and individual letters, farm visits, office calls and other personal contacts. 
Close cooperation and aoordination, especial:cy in publicizing the program, e:xists bet-
ween the county agents and county administrative officer. Approximately 8 days were 
spent on matters regarding the ACP program in the countyo Summarized below are educa-
tional activities of the county agents with reference to the ACP program in Saluda 
County in 1948. 
Summary of ACP Educational .Activities 
Dczys devoted to ACP activities 
Number of educational meetings held 
Attendance of farmers and others 
Number farm visits made re: ACP matters 
Number news articles published re: ACP 
Number individual letters written 









Publicity during 1948 in Saluda County was caITied out through news articles, radio 
programs., circular letters, and distribution of bulletins and circulars. Summarized 
below is work done in this phase of Extension activi tieso 
Method 
Individual letters 
Garden Letters (circular) 
Copies 
Poul try Letters (circular) 
Copies 
Cotton Letters (circular) 
Copies 
Other Circular Letters 
Copies 
Weekly news columns 
Special news items 
Radio Pro grams 
Publicity Work in 1948 
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Circular Letters: .J. total of 96 circular letters were written with 36,811 copies 
mailes relating to meetings to be held, timely information of an agricultural nature 
and extension recommendationso These included 11 issues of the Monthly Garden Letter 
which was sent to 200 addresses each month, 7 issues of the Poultry Letter mailed to 
175 each issue and 12 issues of a semi-monthly Ootton Letter mailed to 283 through-
out the production seasono A special publicity program was condli.cted in August with 
regard to Fannersr ~eek held at Clemson August 23-27. A total of 7 circular letters 
were sent to different farm folk groups regarding special parts of the general pro-
gram. in which they would be interestedo All ministers in the county were also in-
vited to attend the Rural Ministerst Program at Farmerst Week. 
News .Jrticles: Regular weekly news columns were prepared for the Saluda Standard and 
the Saluda County Sentinel, both of Saluda, and the Ridge Citizen, Johnston, s. c., 
but newsprint shortage prevented the editors from using a good many of them. Occasion-
ally special. ne1 s articles were prepared for the press, some being joint articles with 
the home demonstration agent, :&ctension Specialists or with representatives of other 
agricultural agencies in the county. Starting with page will be found specimen 
copies of news articles printed. Saluda County received publicity in 8 articles written 
by Extension Specialist Eleazer for state-wide newspaper publication. 
Radio Programs: After appearing in February 1947 as a guest on the Soil Conservation 
Service District Technician's radio program over station YilCDK, NewbeITy., the Saluda 
County Agent was given a 10-Illinute program each ednesday, starting on March 12, 1947 
on that station. This program has been a big aid in presenting factual publicity and 
inf orna tion to farm people of this county and area. Considerable time was spent by 
the county agent in preparing and presen"j;ing these weekly programs in 1948. The ex-
tended weather forecast was furnished by the u. s. Weather Bureau for programs during 
the summer months. recorded program was prepared as peported on page 16 under Land 
Clearing. Distribution of a radio survey questionnaire card was started in 1948 in 
cooperation vii th Elctension Specialist P. n. Seabrook in an effort to determine the radio 
tastse of farm people. 
MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES 
Civic Clubs: The county agent served on several Lions Clw and Junior Chamber of Com-
merce committees during the year relating to agricultural interests. 
Farm Bureau: The county agent assisted state, district and county leaders in various 
Saluda County Farm Bureau meetings -by furnishing factual infonnation requested and in 
helping to make plans for meetines. 
Treasury Finance Committee: The county agent served as chairman of the Saluda County 
Treasury Finance Committee during 1948. total of $168,772.00 in Victory bonds was 
purchased in the county from December 194J to November 19480 
earmers t Week: Following the publicity program reported on page 49 under Circular 
Letters, 26 SaJnda farm people attended at least 1 day of Farmerst Week at Clemson 
August 23-27. The county and home agents attended the entire week. Many very favor-
able comments on the program were heard. The follow.ing attended from Saluda County: 
George Coleman J. S. Corley Jo P. Murphy 
S. Eo Aill:ick L. R. Feaster, Jr. Mo G. Crout 
T. P. Mills B. Lo Able Bo F. Long 
Co L. Berry J. J. Wheeler, Sro H. L. Crouch 
Jo L. Grigsby, Sr. .J.C. Viheeler J. J • .tb.eeler, Jr. 
Mrs. Co L. Berry J. Oo Addy Jo Lo Grigsby, Jr. 
Mrs. Po Q. Coleman Jo F. Langford Charlie Lester 
K. J. Bodie Dick Riddle R. H. Crouch 
J. W. Bodie J. Co Riley 
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other Miscellaneous Activities: Weekly Crop and Weather Reports •ere made for the 
Agricultural Statistician of the USDA, ColUDlbia, from April through October, 19480 
Feed samples were submitted to the So C. Commissioner of Agriculture for analysis 
for 2 farmerso 5 meetings of the .Saluda County USDA Council were attended by the 
county agento An effort was made w.i.th very little success in November to initiate 
a C R O P organization in Saluda County. 8 meetings of Ex:tension personnel only 
were-attended in 1948 by the county agents. Films were shown by the county agent 
at the Annual Saluda County Tuberculosis Association Meeting, County Council of 
Farm Women's spring meeting, Hollywood Grange's May meeting and Trinity Schoolts 
Commencement Exerciseso County agent also attended the annual meeting of the Green-
wood Production Credit Association, State Agricultural Committee Meeting in Decem-
ber, and a Saluda County Supply Bill Meeting in March, the annual meeting of the 
s. c-. Dairy Association in November and a Forest Rangers 1 Supper in November. 
On the following pages (52 to 62. inclusiv"e) w.i.11 be 
found specimen copies of circular letters written 
in 19480 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF rnuTH CAROLINA 0 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE SALUDA, SOUTH CAROLINA f"I_ \_? ~. 
Of SOUTH CAROLINA ANO JANUARY 15' 1948 r,. -
UNITED STATES OEPAR1'MENT OF .?fr~(,:.\.. EXTENSION SERVICE 
AGRICUl.TURE COOPERAWTING / 1 1 i-:~1. j, (t •, ',·:\\ J 
I, f\~~I , DON*T GAMBLE / ~ / ON 1948 FARhl PIJ1.NNING <.::;:_\r< -- • HEdR CLEMSON 
\~~\ I ,·~ J ·1 ---.J.----'~---.J._-
~\;/' ... ~ J 
EXTENSION DISTRICT AGENTS ""._/-y· .... , .AT THE SJi.LUDA AGRICULTURJJ, BUILDING 
..... - .... \ ·,/ 7"/ 
NEXT MOIID.A!', J ii.NUi,RY 19th 
SUBJECTS DISCUSSED WILL INCLUDE FERTILIZERS 
LIVESTOCK 
~ 
EI'C. USE OF THE NEVf COTTON DUSTS IN THE 1946 BOLL WEEVIL CONTROL 
PROGR.iJ.1 rrru. iJ.,SO BE DISCUSSED. PIJ~N TO COME ,HID BRING YOUR FRIENDS . 
('/4.J~t--V~; ~ksi ~ · ~ 
COUNTY 1.GF.NT 
f/1~ 
F. H. HEDDEN 
ASSISTANT COUNTY i GENT 
YOURS VERY TRULY, 
~ ~ 
CURTYS 1t'J.,LENTINE 
H01i.E DELfONSTR,'.TION AGENT 
~11-~ "UrcE HARTZOG V\-
ASSISTANT HOHE DEi.1 •• ~N,{) 
1'ff_,ZiLT!;? 
COOPERATI VE EXT!::NSION 'NORK 
1;•1 
AGR!CU LTURE M;D ·,ur/i E ~-:uNOMICS 
!.XTENSION SERVIC& 
Saluda, S. C. 
January 21, 1948 
A Tractor and Equipment Demonstration 
2:3~P, M., Next ·.rednesday, January 28th 
Sal uda Figh School Athletic Field 
Y·:H,J :~S INVITED? Any tractor owner or tractor operator in Saluda 
Cotmty v.;ho would like to see some demonstrations showing how to: 
1. Sa~~ in operating his tractor. 
2. M~~-- -t-,he tractor last longer and do better work. 
3. Mak~ powe r farming easier. 
Mr , M. Cft McKenzie of the Clemson Extension Service will 
be in chare;e of the demonstrations, assisted by fann machinery dealers 
who ;;d.11 help fu ,."nish tractors and other equipmtmt. Lubrication engi-
neers from some of the pe troleum companies will be present to assist 
with lubric ation demonstrations. 
Tractor OPERATORS are especially invited. If you cannot 
attend, pe sure to send your driver. 
Yours very truly, 
1//Jf.~ 
F. H. Hedden 





coo,!RATIYE EaT!NSION WORK IN AGRICULTURE AND ~OME ECONOMICS, STATE o, SOUTH CAROLINA, CLEMSON A8RICUL-
TURAL COLLEGI OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO UNITED STATES DE,ARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE coo,ERATING,EXTENSION SERY-
ICE,D.W.WATKINS,DIRECTOR. DISTRIBUTED IN FURTHERANCE OF THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF MAY 8 AND JUNE 30,1914. 
YOU NEID TO 1,CT BY U,"i.RCH 12th 
Dear l'olks: 
We have planned a county-wide rat-poisoning canpaign during the next few 
weeks. Not only you, but also your neic;hbors must take part, if the drive is 
to be very effective. 
Ue know you are fully aware of the great auount of dar:w.ge done by these 
pests every year in addition to their dariger as disease carriers. 
The poison to be used, fortified red squill, is han:u.ess to other ani..-:ials 
( except in extrera.ely large doses), but has been found very deadly to rats. ,'1. 
)-pound package will take care of the averace prer.ri.ses, and co1.1plete instruc-
tions for using the bait ,T.i.11 be furnished with each package. 
In order to r.d.x the correct anount., we 1:iust knorr in advance the nuuber of 
people who wish to use this bait, so we have set next Friday, L1arch 12 as the 
dead-line. Bait v:ill only be prepared for those who request it by that date. 
You will be notifiea'by I.1airconcern1ngael!vecy place and date.- - -
Since rats travel fror.1 fam to farn, why don rt ~ see all your neighbors 
and let's get all the rats in your cor:n:1uni ty. 
Please find enclosed a list of places where conplete details of the pro-
graL1 r:iay be obtained. 
Yours very truly, 
_,_ . 
( ' \ 1 ( l c.,.1-..AA {(_ 
Curtys Ballentin~ ' 
Hor.ie Der,10nstration Agent 
-1 ·, :n..,.~ u- ·"fJu tt-r~ r 
Norlce Hartzog <1 (I 
J.sst. Ho1.1e Der.ionstration· Agent 
/fr}, .dtfcHJL 
(..,. · r F. 1.ie Kearse 
County Agent 
I .' / 
1 ' t,t,t·V" t' · ft~-_,)(_~-
Frank H. Hedden 




COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSO N AGRICULTURAL C O LLEGE 
OF SOUTH C AROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES D EPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Saluda, .Sout h c~r olinu 
May 31, 1948 
To p,,r sons i;.ddru,Gcd: 
Dour Sir: 
E X TEN SION SERVICE 
Surplus Irish pot at oes er e now being purchased by tho u. s. Govern-
ment in the Ch- rlest on truck ur e~ c'.ll1.d ur u being turned over t o f nrrnor s 
f or livest ock f eed. Any s. c. f am or nuy obtc.in u c~rloud deliver ed to 
the ne~rest r uilho~d free by uuking applic ation through this office . An 
agreement must be signed thc.t such potat oes will be used sol ely f or live-
st ock f eed ond u very simple r ecord in t o be kept on the r esults of the 
proj ect. 
Lesa thun carload lot::; may be obt.:uncd free by the f a.m er furni shing 
the transportation from the producer ar en. 
i'lhile expcrimon t al dat a is lirai tad r ogurding tho f coding of Irish 
potat oe s t o f;:irm nnimo.l.s, the enclo sed informution has been gathered based 
on some experiments and f nrmers expcricmccs . 
If inter ested, please contact this offic e i illr.lodiatcly. Sever al smaller 
order s may be lumped i nto one carload order . 
Yours vvry truly, 
--J.)n A / ' J ./ /1 . /<:.: ~e rc .r:s, t--
..... . I 
F. M. Kear se 
County Agent 
FMK:lm 
P. s. Dontt overlook the possibUity of making silage out of these 
pot at ocso 
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FEEDING I RISH POT."~TOBS TO Fi.JU.A: .i.IUMi.LS 
The f eeding v nluc of r m,r po t .:it oes i s r oughly 1/5 the value of grnin. Cattle ., 
sheep, and hogs like pot a t oes 1rhen t }1ey become nccu st or.1L.d t o cc.ting thcr:i . 
Pot CLt ocs c u.n lJc uub 3tit utL.d f or nll, or pa rt of, the. gr a in in the ration. 
Thoy udd bulk t o the. r c t ion ,mc.l :i.l so ktkL the pla c e of p L.rt of the r 0ur,hnge . 
Pot a t oes arc l ow i n prot...:in. It i s i mpo r tunt thut a p r otein supplencnt be 
f ed wh c.n l ogur;io h::i.:r o r gra zing ur e no t nvniluble . 4lso f e,_ d usu,.:l ninc. r .:;.l mix-
ture .:md anl t. 
K_or ca ttle--raw pota t oe s nr o b c)s t f o r oldur Ci.'.ttlc--cut l a r ger po t .:it ocs t o 
pr,~ve:1t choking of c ::i. ttlc . 
F0r hogs--pot a t ocs s hould be cook e.;d f or hogs , as r aw ones a r c no t r elished 
and hi.lvc l ow f eeding VD.lue . 100 puumls of cooked pot ;it ocs i.J.r o cqutl t o .2bout 35 
pounds of g r n ns 
F0cd of ten--s-.:v er a l time s a do.y-.-.::nd in ~.1oun ts th<.1t will b o cleaned up r c.:ad-
il:,r o 
Pot itocs mc1k c good siLtge--equ,.l t o co m s il :J.gc--usc 25 p0und s of dry foddttr _ 
t o cc.ch 100 poundi'i cf po t c.1.t oc s f o r sil r,r, , '. ..nd f.; .d bo t h in c hoppt_ r tog,. th" r " Any 
t yp r' silo i s s.:itis f L.c t c.., :ry , but upright 01ws r:i.:.i.: - h c_vo t o l.l c r oinf J rccd .'.lG t his i s 
uuch h ,.::avi 1..; r th .m c ,,r ;1 silo.go . 2% by v.rcich-t of cu rn r.ic: .. ..J. mixed in '-fi t h pate.t oes 
a l so m& cs goo d silQgc , 
Pot u.t oos huvu t h ..:: f olloninr.; coup :.:.r ~t,ive f r:cd value : 
(1) 100 poundG of shelled com ( qu·.ls 450 pounds of f resh 
pot L. t ocs . 
(2) 100 p ::mnds of :.llf c..lf·, hay equ t.l s 300 pound s of fr L.f.ih 
pa t e.toes . 
(3) 100 pound s of corn silc.gc cqu nl s 100 pounds of f ro ch 
po t :,t oc s . 
(4) 100 pound s of raixcd gro.in c qu2.l s 350 pcunds of c ooked 
po t ._t oc :, uh cu f Ld 2 t o 1 wi th grain t o mlinc . 
(5) 28 pcunc1s c f ~·lfdfa .:.i.nd 12 pounJ.3 of b ~rl-.;J' equ-1ls 100 
pounds of fresh pa t e.t oes f o r l (.e ..1b f eeding . 
Ab out the onJ.y pr oc nutions ncc cssuriJ in f 1..,l,dinr po t t oes a.r e : Don I t f cod 
sprouted o r d" c :i.;/cd po t a t uc s . For ho6s they chuuld be s t c.:uac;d o r c ook 1..;d for 30 
minute s , a.nd f or c:ittl " they possibly should l.,c chopp"d to prcv ,,nt choking. To 
prevent digcstivu di ::- turb...mcc.,a ; fresh pot · t o...,s s hould b e int,roduccd into the r n-
tions gr:..duull:1,-. Up t o 35 p mnds cL,ily C '. Jl be f Ld t o cows wei ghing 1200 pound s , 
Fe r b est r c; r_;ul t s with hogs c ooke d po t :.it oc :.; should r cpL tc , not mor e th;m onc-hulf 
the grain r .J.tion . L1u.xi1i1UL1 pot ntoos f cd tu hogs should b 4 pouncl s t o 1 pound of 
gr:.ri.n . Give pro t ein cllld rninLr i:1. supplon ents . 
Sn.eked pot nt oc.,s will not k cnp well ve r y l ong. They should be dur:J.pcd out of 
thu s nck,3 M d spread out in a dry, woll-no ria t ed building ns s oon a s pos :3ible 
il.ftc r nrri Vu.l e 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Saluda, South Carolina 
July 21, 1948 
TO: SALUDA COUNTY FARMERS 
Dear Folks: 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Don't plan anythine else for next Tuesday, July 27th, if you•re 
interostccl in livestock feeds for v:e are arran('.;ing a 3razing school 
for that date . The iJ.,.cgram will begin at 9:30 i . I.I . at Saluda High 
School~ 
Several Clem:::;on ExtE)nsion Specialists will be here to lead dis-
cussions on va.r-_;_o"..ls suri ects, such as Developing Hew Pastures, Annual 
Grazing Crops, · ,inte:.~ Ora.zing , Permanent Pasture Renovation, etc, 
You are cordially invited to at~end and bring your problems. We 
feel it wil}. 1::e one of ·::1e nos ·.:, ic:stn:cti ve progrrnr.s that can be offer-
ed for livestoc'.~ men in t h"' co1.:nty. Jude;i.nc :;:-,opuJ.ari ty by interest 
sho,.-m in otl1sr counties , t:rese schools have &Pi·ar~mtly proven to be 
very useful jn cutbin~ the cost of producing milk and meat. 
RE.member the ctate--next Tuesday, July 27th at 9:30 ,i. ti. --Saluda 
High School . Come and spend the day-or stay as long as you can, any-
,vay .. 
~r / 
A . It . ! '>?-0---rs 1-CJ ;,, r( · I 
F. I.I . Kearse 
County Agent 
Yours very truly, 
/J . , ~ i?~ 1_/t/.v 
H. v. Roger'J 
Asst. County Agent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON A GRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH C AROLIN A AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRI C ULTURE COOPERATING 
Saluda, Sou th Carolina 
August 17, 1948 E X TENSION SERVICE 
alk/ /J/vC~ :!,~ (/ u I 
THE 110ST ECONOi.ac;~1 FEED ,\NY FJi.RU ANiliIAL USES rs GOOD, GREEN, 
GRO'"IIHG LE.WES. -
The following suggestions on fall and winter grazing arc for 
your s tudy. Detcrr.ci.no how you ca,n best fit them into your live-
stock prograrJ. Fall and winter grazing is usually norc profitable 
than spring and Stl!illilcr grazing, since neat and milk produced in 
·winter season usually bring higher prices. 
l. Land Preparatiop -- disk or plow as quick as possible now 
and falloTiunti! planting tirac , so as to store moisture a.'1d ke ep down 
woods. 
2. Fertilizer - insufficient anounts ;till likely be the bigges t 
nistake you may make . Use not loss than 500 pounds of conpletc ferti-
lizer per aero , prcforaoly oorc-;-,:Fie~ 
3. Seed -- plant a sufficient al'!lount of seed to use this heavy 
fertiliz crnpplic ation. A larec nu11bcr of plants per acre is also 
essential t o help prevent cattle frori boggine an<l packing the soil. 
4. Seeding -- disk lichtly and then use a drag harrow before 
sowing anausca cul ti packer just after sowing suall seeds. Spend 
raore tir:ic 011 seed-bed preparation and less noncy for highpriced seed. 
,Seed 17intcr grazing early -- any tine after our next rain. -
5., Innoculation -- innoculatc all legumes ( clovers, vetches, 
winter pec::s).. Use 2 or 3 tiues the nanufacturcrs recor.mondod anounts .. 
Sow innocu l atcd seed late in tlio afternoon, or on a VLr'-.f cloudy day. 
Sunshine kills innoculants. 
Tho enclosed infon:1ation is for your use. ,·re hope thn.t you will 
arrange to seed at least a small acreage for grazing this winter • . Uc 
arc sure you will find it profitable.. 
I 
C]J\ ·~C()A&-
F. H. Kearse, 
Count;r Agent 
Yours very truly, 
fi . l( · 1?1 61 /JV. 
H. V. Rogcrf 
Asst. County ~.gent 
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'WINTER GRAZING CROPS FOR SALUDA COUHTY 
SMA.IJ., GRAIN: Oats and barley are available on many fanns and a mixture of 
the two makes very good grazing, but better still is a mixture of small 
grain and crimson clover . Small grain ,;iill give earlier fall grzing than 
any other crop , but does not furnish as much winter and early spring graz-
ing when seeded alone , however . 
ITALIAN RYE Gl.1dSS: An annual , rye grass alone or in a mixture with crim-
son clover is one of our best winter grazing crops . Jye grass is , however , 
a little slow to get started in the fall , but a field in rye grass and a 
field in small grain makes a fine combination . Of course it is better to 
have clov er in all grazing mixtures . Rye grass is al so a good producer of 
seed . It can be grazed until early spring and still make a good seed crop, 
easily handled with a combine . Do not buy English }tre Grass . 
CRIMSON CLOVER : Crimson clover is excellent in a mixt ure vii th small grains 
or Yri th rye grass . Not suited t o poor o r very wet soils . Innoculation im-
portant . An annual that produces a vast amount of late winter grazing , Hurd 
seed strains that reseed without diffi culty are now available . 
LA.DIHO CLOVER: One of the best for grazing alone or mixed with fescue or 
in pasture mixtures in bottom lands and in good heavy fertile soils . Ladino 
clover should fit in on many farns , especially in permanent pastures . Do 
not overcraze , Ladino is a giant species of white Dutch Clover and looks 
very much like White Dutch , It is a perennial plant. 
SUBT::::::RRANEAN CLOVER : Sub clover is a winter annual that shovrn much promise 
i11 uµland pennar1ent pasture mixtures and upl and annual grazing . It looks 
mic;ht:r good for poorer 'Vell drained soils . 
FESCU:C: This perennial crass ,·rill probably mean as much to cattle raising 
as any grass we nor have becaur;e of its l ong grazing period, ability to sur-
vive in most an:r veather conditions , will grow on most any soil type , vigor -
ous growth and hi.~h seed yielding ability . Don rt expect much grazing the 
first year . Foscue is a bunch e;rass and can be planted in rons or broadcast . 
Special emphasis uust, be given to seed bed preparation and fertilization . 
The varieties adapted to this section are Al ta and Kentucky 31. 
SUGCLJSTED 1UXTUHES : 3 bu . oats, 2 bu . barl ey, and 15 lbs . crimson clover. 
or 35- 1-+0 l bs . Italian rye grass and 20 l bs , c r imson 
clover . 
or 4-6 lbs . subterranean c l over and 6- 8 lbs . fescue . 
or 6- 8 l bs . subterranean clover and 35-40 lbs . Italian 
rye erass . 
or 3 bushels oats , 2 bushels barl ey , 
Note : These suggestions a.re based on the use of at least 500 pounds per 
aere of a complete fertilizer r:ri.xturc . Ifyou u se less fertilizer, 
decrease seeding rates slightly . 
Ladino , foscue, Italian rye and sub clover are well adapted for use on per-
manent pastures . The cost of l adino seed will probably somewhat prohibit 
i ts use except in permanent pastures . Use 2 to 3 lbs . of ladino per acre 
on permanent pasture sods . 
~ SEED ARE SCARCE ------- PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENS ION WORJ< 
IN 
AGRICU L 1 URE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AG RICULTURAL COLLEGE 
{ Or" <oOU7!-i CAROLINA AND 
UN ITE:J STA;·;;;:: Dc:PARTM ENT OF 
AG RICULTURE COOPERATI NG 
/ r You 
Dear Folks : 
STATE OF SOU TH CAROLINA 
Saluda, South Carolina 
August 19, 1948 
' r:.· -,-, 
:~~NN Ot y o ToR ,41--, 1... Or 
EX TENSION SERVICE 
l!Yee,cJ 
Don tt forget that big week planned fo r you a t Cl emson Farmers• Ueok 
ne]~t Tue :Jda:.' through Friday~ Room reGistration starts at 2: 30 P. M. Mon-
day . Tate bed linen, pilloi;,r, soap , towel s , personal ar~icl es and a light 
blanket or bed spread if you p1an to stay in the college barracks . 
If you cannot attend all the week , why not get together with some 
neighbors and ;::o for a ctay or two? He feel that the trip will not only 
be a rleQSUl'e , but may also be of bcnefi t in your future farmin g opera-
tions . 
Most afternoon programs consist of tours and demonstrations , as list£:d 
below: 
Tucs(fo.y & Thursday- Tour of Beef Cattle and Swine Farms 
Tuesday & Thursday- Tour of .;.gronomy f,xpcriments 
rrodnosday- -,'finter Grazing and P .. iSture DeMonstrn.tions and Tour 
Tuesday- 11Li.lking De!"lonstr'ltion- Calf l!i<.U1a::;em1,mt Demonstrations 
Tuesday- Poultry Manae0ment Jemonstrations 
Tuesd&y & Wednesday- Demonstrations of IIoa·;-y i,1achin1.3ry, Chemir.al s and Ex-
plosives used in land clearinc , c1.:caina:;e , pond and 
terrace construction, and land preparation, planting 
and cultivation. 
Tuesday & Thursday- Forestry Tour 
1.7ednesda;r- Tour of Peach Orchard, Cover Crop EKperi:aents 
Tuesde.y & Thursday- Plant Propagation 
Wednesday & Thursday- Di spl uy of frozen Fruits and VcgetabJ.es 
Thursday- Tour to ObsEffVe Irric;atj_on of Fa.11 Vegetabl es 
Thursda;,r- Killing, Dn.ssinr, and Gl~dcling of Poultry 
Tuesday, \-vednesday & Thursdcl.y- Tour of Historical Points 
We hope that a great many of you ·ull be abl e to attend at l east a 
part of the Farmers I Weck program. This week 1·1as planned for farm peopl e , 
and some very outstanding E:>Jleakers have been obtained for the General Assem-
bli es daily at 11 :15 A. M. and 7: 30 P . M. Among these speakers are : Ameri-
can Pana Bureau President Allan D. ICline ; Atlanta Constitution Edi tor Ralph 
McGill; Georgio. State L.-H Leader n. A. Sutton; and Cl emson President Dr. n. 
F . Poole . 
Many men ou tstanding in their field of work are also s chedul ed to have 
charge oi some of the 1 - hour morning class(;s which v.d.11 begin each morning 
at 8:30 and 9:L.S . 
1-1. V fP,.-4. Vi& 
H. v. Rogefs 
Asst . County Agent 
Very truly yours , 
' ~ ~ ' Jy '. uJ L, 
F. M. Kears~ 
County Agent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AG RIC UL TURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSO N A G RI C ULTURAL C O LLEGE 
OF SOUTH C AROLINA AND 
UNITED STATE S D EPARTM ENT OF 
AGRI C ULTURE COOPERATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Saluda. , South Curolina 
Octobor 14, 1948 
TO SiJ.,UDA LIVESTOCKl.illN: 
Dear Folks: 
E X TENSION SERVICE 
Tho S...i.luda County Agricultural Cornmi ttoe hns bo on allocated 
30 tons of 2o½% nitrogen f e rtiliz er and 40 tons of 32% nitro gen 
f ertili zer t o be applied to y:inter r;r nzi nCT demonstra tions this 
f alL. Tho ·cc-rrun.i ttoc ri;ls cie-ctcd n. throo-unn nlfoc u.tion commi £too 
tohwidl e this program, and they hnvc reque s t ed tha t this informa-
tion b e sent to ;rou. 
If you have uintcr grazine planted and ,·Jill agree to keep n. 
simple r t; cord on the official Exten sion Annual Grazing form, you 
may apply nt this office for an nllocation of thi s nitrogen. Plca ::;e 
ge t your o.pplic .... tion in vci·y soon, if inter est ed, 
1 
This fertiliz er 
YJill be in addition to your r egula r alloc a tion made to you by your 
doo.J.c r. 
Further detnils may be obtained a t this office, 
µ, /I /?17WW 
H. V. Rogc::/rs 
,\sst. County Agent 
Your ::; ve ry truly; 
d/?tJ~L-
F. LH Kearse 
County ,\gent 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ANO 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
Saluda, South Car olina 
October 15 , 1948 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
' 
6.Jfo '! Every white person over 15 years old . Every colored person over 12 years old. 
?_ c'H1-~ -f ~ A Free Chest X-Ray. 
Trinity-Bob Wise' s Store-Tuesday; Oct(lber 19--10 :30- 3 : 30~ 
lt>t~ 
') Hi:,;m;i.ns-Coleman' s Store-1.Vednesday , October 20--10: 30- 3 : 30. 
Traffic Circl e-Lindleri s Store-Friday, October 22--12:00- 4 :00. 
Holywood School-Monday, October 25--10:30- 3 :30. t 
1. )-[ ',.,. ~ ? 
~~~ . , 
Ridg,e Sµrine;-1/iain Street , Tuesday, Wednesrl.ay, October 26, 27-
10:30- 4 :00. . 
Salude1.-lJiain Street - Thursday, Friclay,  Saturday, October 28, 29, 
30--10:00- 4 :00. 
So you wil l know chest is healthy. 
'.Vi th your clothes on; and i n 3 seconds. Just be there when the 
machine i s there. 
Folks: 
This is one of the most important aids to community health we 
wil ever have. See that you, your family, and your friends take ad-
vantage of it. Al reports ~ confidential. 
Lf/ ~YJ f/.n_rJ:;!'-'V 
1
No-hce Hartzog ,J 0 
Home Demonstration A~nt 
Yours very trul y , y]_ ,'],, ,f. / 
L .J,; il. J¥t~,dl, 
F. M. KearsEJ 
Co'.trty Agent 
7-.J . If ~/J)Jt& 
H. V. Roge4-
Asst. County Agent 
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On the f ollo'W:i.ng pages ( 64 to 6 9 inclusive) 'Will be 
found specimen copies of news articles published lo-
cally in 1948. 
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JULY 30, 1948 $2.00 PER lll!IMII ------ --'-------r 
'200 Saluda County Farmers. 
Hear Specialists De scribe · the 
Latest Gr:,izing Experiinents 
• I 
-----,1 An estimated two hundred -farmers attended the 
grazing school here Tuesday and heard extension spe-
cialists discuss latest developments in pasture and 
· 1;razing experiments 
· According to County Agent 
Frank M. Ke:n;:;e, the specialists 
said that the Saluda meeting was 
on·~ of the best they have ever 
conducted. 
In addition to hearing the spe-
cialists, the farmers saw color 
slides of th•J plants di~cu3sed and 
were given ample time for ques-
ti-0ns and answers. 
Program 
The sessions were held in the 
auditorium of Saluda High School, 
beginning at 9 :::O. 
Jncluded on the morning pro-
gram V',:'ere H. A. Woodle, exten-
sion agronomist, who discussed 
"Planning a · Grazing System"; W. 
H. Craven, extension agronomist, 
who spoke on "'Renovating and De-
veloping Permanent Pastures"; and 
1 E. C. Turnei·, extension conserva-
tionist, who ta1ked "Climate and 
Crops". 
F inal morning speaker C. G. 
Cushman, extension dairy special-
ist, "Utilization of Roughages by 
Cattle". 
Afternoon Session 
During the noon recess, from 
12 until 1 :30, Company M, Saluda's 
National Guard Unit, serv~d a bar-
becue dinner at the Legion build-
ing. 
Extension livestock specialist .l. 
T. Graves began the afternoon ses-
s<ion with a discussion of "Miner-
als and Minor Elements in Feed-
ing Livestock':. ~. 
Dairy specialist C. G. Cushman: 
presented the advantages of an 
Artificial Insemination Association I and H. A. Woodle talked on "Win-
i
' ter Grazing Crops", just prior to 
the question and answer discussion 
period. 
District extension agent A. H. 
Ward of Aiken closed the school 
with a- summary of the meeting. --·-
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Destructive Worms Causing 
. . 
Heavy Damage 'tOLocalCrops 
' ______________ I • • • 
\ 
· Millions of small invaders have struck Saluda 
II ·~ounty and ar~ de·stroying hundreds of acres of crops 
m several sections. , · 
I iSaluda'.s new assistant county agent, H, V. Rog~ 
ers has called up his reserves, in the form of special1.. 
ists from Clemson College, and they are mapping 
strategy to stop· the devastating march of hosts of 
army worms. 
lfhe invaders were · first noticed , 
about a week ago, but they became I it. It included BHC, DDT, calcium 
II d t t . · 1 t d arsenate and molasses. It killed rea y es rue 1ve on y wo ays . the worms, but rn the process 
ago. caused moderate to severe burning; 
J. ·A. Riddle, extensive farmer I of the plants. 
near· the McCorm!ck h(ghwayd I L. M. Sparks, Jr., extension in-
spotted the worms In a big fie! sects and diseases specialist from 
of corn Tuesday · morning·. Five: Clemson, and D. R. Fleming, as 
hours ~ded, they had almost com- ,· sistant county age~t from Dor-
pletely destr~~ed the crop. ~hort- chester County, were in Saluda 
Iy_ after nobcm~ the_ worms, ~r. / Tuesday afternoon studying the in-
Riddle was dustmg his field·s wiili vaders and the dam·age they have 
some effect. caused. 
He was using a ten percent chlo- The army worm is new. to - this 
rodane, five percent DDT and forty state an<;! little is known as to its 
percent sulfur du3t. Many of the control. The worm will have ''worn 
worm& were kill_ed a nd others ap- , itself out' in about three weeks, 
,peared to be dymg. I according to Mr. Sparks . . , . 
Mr. Riddle has s~veral cornfields j ·Two kinds of the . w;dr~ ara 
as far as five miles . ap~rt, but known, and the : spec~lfat'\ tod'L<. 
each seems to: be heavily infected. specimens so tha'j; , he li'ta'n ,deter-
The worms appear to prefer mine :which one~l~ a'ttil ing crops 
young green corn and tender .. th' · .. ·. :, •.• · , I' · 
1111 JS area. , , -..' r ·,"· .. j , · 
grass, getting into older, toughei:- Recommend.ati.ons as-:t~ effective 
crops only when ·the tender shoots 
are destr.oyed. 
In another field five miles from 
the first, the worms have begun at-
tacking cotton. They cJimb the 1 
stalk until they reach the tende1• 1 
I young shoots and rec"eut growth I , I 
They -eat this part, and the leaves I 
fall, giving the appearance of be-
jng_a.ttaclced by cutworms. j 
. In , this field, the . worms had I 
cleaned out a young corn patch~ 
and completely destroyed a peanut 
patch before striking the cotton . 
The worms have also struck t he 
fields s urrounding the Whcelel' 
Dairy farm in another section of-
the county. Here the¥ havti coma 
, pletely ruined 11, -p.qstt.ire aqd ~ave I 
I be&'urt 1,,~v'!Nf io ~o a :\lu~~ field 
lo.f grain 3orgl\um, E, L, Carley's I farm ahrn haii P{l{ln hit, I 
I 
.. Roy l>erry1-s gra:n ·i~rgh~m was 
struck by the pests, so he mixed I 
µp all the poisons he had and used I . . . -- . 
means of control for the army 
worm are expected within the next 
few days. 
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THE FOLLffiJ.rNG ARTICLE3 WERE PRINTED IN THE SALUDA STANDARD, SALUDA, S., C.: 
March, 25, 1948 
RAT BAIT DELIVERED 
975 orders for fortified red squill rat bait was delivered to over 300 Saluda 
County farmers this week. These folks obtained their bait packed in 3-pound packages 
through a cooperative ordero The red squill was mixed with ground fish. 
GET GOOD SEED NOY! 
As usual about this time of year many inquiries ar corning in concerning the lo-
cation of good planting seedo Several orders for recommended hybrid corn seed have 
been received. A good dayts work right at the present time might be to get out and 
locate needed seed as soon as possible. Entries in the 1948 five-acre cotton contest 
will need seed either direct from the breeder or seed that have only been planted one 
year since coming from the breeder. 
BULL-DOZER BEGINS OPERATING 
The caterpillar bull-dozer purchased recently by the Saluda County Soil Conser-
vation Association has begun operating on the fanu of Mr. To Po Mills, Route 2, Pros-
perity. .ZX:tremely wet ground held operations to a minimum last week but w.i th favor-
able weather, the operating committee advises that the machine should be operating 
full time within the next few days. Mr. Floyd Crouch, Route 3., Saluda, S. Co, has 
been secured to operate the machine and Mr. Claude Burnette is working as helper. 
August 26, 1948 
NE'. ORGANIC INSECTICIDE 
Metho:xychlor which is beginning to coI:J.e on the market now under various trade 
names seems to be effective in many cases where other insecticides have failed. A 
distinct advantage of Metho:xychlor is it is only about l/24th as toxic as DDT, there-
fore, is no more toxic than rotenone. There have been reports that Metho:xychlor is 
highly effective against flies, Mexican bean bettles and roacheso It has been re-
ported to have killed flies where ordinary DDT has failed this year. This insecti-
cide may prove valuable in destroying the arnzy worm on plants used for animal feed. 
It is available in wettable powder form for sprays and also in 10% dust form. The 
greatest disadvantage of it is the price which is slightly higher than DDTo 
ARMY WORM BACK AGAIN 
It might be well for all farmers to be on the lookout for very small army mrms 
on grass and grass-like crops such as sudan, cane, grain sorghums, etc. There has 
already been one report of an outbreak by a farmer who had an infestation in Julyo 
These worms will be very small at first and very hard to detect and will cause very 
little damage. s they grow they eat much more and in great numbers sweep across 
fields destroying everything in their path. As the younger worms are much easier to 
kill, it would be worthwhile to find and destroy them before they do any damageo The 
greatest threat is to crops which must be cut for animal feed soon where poison dust 
would not be advised. 
DEFOLIANTS FOR COTTON 
The 11-weed" or stalks of cotton are fairly large this year in Saluda County. The 
recent rains may also cause second growth in so e fields. This may present a serious 
damage of boll rot especially if we have a rather wet fall. The surest method to com..: 
bat this is defoliation. Cyanamid defoliant dust is recommended at the rate of 20 to 
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25 pounds per acre applied when the youngest bolls from which cotton is expected a.re 
around 25 days oldo The dust should be applied anl.y when leaves are covered with 
dew. The entire crop should not be defoliated at one time as most of the bolls open 
7 to 10 days after dust is applied and labor would no,t be available to get the cotton 
picked as soon as it openso 
ORDER PINE SEEDLINGS NOVT 
A much greater number of pine seedlings have been produced by the South Carolina 
State Commission of Forestry this yearo There is also a much greater demand for pine 
seedlings. The number of seedlings available are becoming more limited each day so 
farmers planning to do any planting this fall should order seedlings as soon as possi-
ble. Application blanks are available in this off,ice. 
September 9, 1948 
PLANT WINTER GRAZING NOW 
Every day 1 s delay now in seeding winter grazing means just that much less re-
served growth with which to go into cold weather when vre have very little temperature 
suitable f'or plant growtho The three secrets to good m.nter grazing are (1) Plant 
early, (2) Fertilize heavy, (3) Plant too much seed. From observations made in this 
and 0th.er counties over the past few years, it appears that too much importance cannot 
be attached to the above mentioned practices. Excellent results have been obtained 
from crimson clover and rye grasso It now appears with the new reseeding varieties 
of crimson clover coming on the arket that a grazing parch which reseeds itself' will 
be possible. This may be obtained by seeding Italian rye grass and reseeding crimson 
clover, pulling cattle off of it by March 15, adding a heavy application of nitrogen, 
and letting both crops reseedo Several folks are planning to try this method this 
fall and we should have some definite results by next fall. If' such a syst m can be 
developed it will go a long way towards the problem of having .to purchase high priced 
seed annually ,for viinter grazing. If possible a cultipacker or roller should be used 
on top of' all of the small seed involved in seeding annual or permanent grazing crops 
and heavy enoculation of legumes iB paying dividends. 
STORE ORGANIC CHEMICALS SAFELY 
Clemson Extension Cotton Insect ..;pecialist Lo Mo Sparks reminds us to be sure 
that any organic chemical poisons left over from this season be stored safely. Mro 
Sparks recommends that they be placed in a dark, dry space completely removed from 
any possibility of contaminating any food or feed for man or livestocko 
FREE COTTON CLASSING 
Every Saluda County farmer is eligible for f'ree grade and staple service on his 
1948 cotton crop ppovided his ginner will take the $5oOO bond required under the Smith-
Do:xy Law. Cotton to be placed under CCC loan must be classed and this classing is free 
under the above set up. If, however, cotton must be sampled after taking it to the 
warehouse, a 25¢ per bale fee is charged, which fee the grower eventually pays. 
THE FOLI.O'r,TNG ARTICLES 1ERE PRINTED IN THE RIDGE CITIZEN, JOHNSTON, S. C. 
August 5, 1948 
GEI' READY FOR FARMERS t WEEK 
An excellent program has been planned for Farmers• VJ'eek to b held at Clemson 
August 23-27 0 .Anyone interested in attending either all or part of this program, 
please contact this office immediately so that your name can be sent in for reserva-
tions. These reservations may be cancelled later if you find you cannot attend. Meals 
will cost $1.80 per day and there is a 50¢ fee f'or room reservation, either for the 
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entire period or any part of the period. The mornings will be taken up with lectures 
and other features of interest in the college chapel or the outdoor theatre. Tours 
and demonstrations have been scheduled for the afternoons of Tuesday, fednesday, and 
Thursday. 
BOLL WEEVIL SITUATION 
Average infestation in 13 fields checked in the county last week was 9½- percent 
which is somewhat lower than last week . Seven of the 13 field checked, however, has 
had a complete schedule of dust the entire season. Infestation in these fields only 
averaged 4 percent, which brings the county average down somewhat. It appears that 
migration is beginning in some sections of the county, and we would therefore, now 
suggest that Chlorinated Camphene be used for boll weevil control. Chlordane is also 
suggested in an experimental nature. 
PLAN NO"/ FOR YITNTER GRAZING 
With ample soil moisture now available, winter· grazing patches should be prepared 
as soon as possible with the view of planting either late this month or early Septem-
ber. Detail fertilization and seeding rate recommendations are availabel upon request 
from this office. 
June 17, 1948 
NEW MILK ROUTES 
One new milk route started operating from the Bethany Section of Saluda County 
recently with Frazier Riley as operator. Frazier is covering the section which was 
not being covered by either the Heyward Hawkins, Maxie Black or L. L. Able routeso A 
considerable amount of organization work has also been done in the last ·two weeks in 
the Oak Grove, Plum Branch and Fruit Hill sections of the county. Prospects are very 
good for a new route to start operating in these sections on June 16th. Ben Ouzts of 
the Zoar section will be the driver of this route. This new route will then bring the 
county total to six routes with approximately 200 patronso 
SURPLUS IRISH POTATOES 
Orders have been placed by this office for a total of 18 carloads of surplus Irish 
potatoes for feeding livestock. These fresh potatoes are now being purchased in the 
Charleston Truck Area by the U o S. Department of Agriculture, under the support price 
laws. The potatoes are intended wholly for livestock feeding demonstrations. While 
very little information was available concerning the feeding or potatoes to livestock, 
we do know that they have to be cooked for ho gs. It is said that cattle eat them fairly 
well without cookingo 
INFIATION HITS GUERNSEY CLUB 
The erican Guernsey Cattle Club has announced that effective July 1, 1948, all 
'fees will go up $1 .. 00. There is no charge at present for making birth reports, but af-
ter the above date, there "Will be a $1.00 charge for handling thexe reports. Non-mem-
ber registration fees will cost $4 .00 and transfer fees will be . 3.50 under the ne,v 
schedule. 
DISTRICT SUPERVISORS MEET 
A called meeting of the Lower Saluda Soil Conservation District Supervisors was 
held Friday night, June 11th in the office of the local Soil Conservation Service . .Ar-
rangements were completed for holding an election in the near future to replace or re-
elect three of the present board of five suparviso~s. The present supervisors include: 
J 0 P. Murphy, Chairman, M. L. Long, Secretary, and M. G. Crout, 'n.lliam DeITick and Mark 
Kempo 
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THE FOLLOWING ARTICLE WAS PRINTED IN THE SALUDA COUNTY SENTINEL, SALUDA, S. C. 
October 22, 1948 
Rural Ramblins 
Ju.."le Shaw with an unusually pretty grazing patch beside the Newberry Highway. 
Wo Lo and James Griffith with a new set of broad-base, easy to cultivate on, 
correctly built terraces. 
Joe L. Edwards, Tom Coleman, and George Strothers• gins all qualified to pull 
samples for free grade and staple service on cotton which they gin. 
Crouch Brothers, Holston Cross-Roads, donating a turkey for the annual 4-H 
achievement banquet at the State Fair this weeko 
Saluda Frozen Foods, Inc., also donating the dressing and freezing of this 
turkey • . 
Hugh Wheeler already grazing an early planted winter grazing mixture. 
Dr. o. P. lli.se proud of his excellent stand of crimson clover seeded for win-
ter grazing. 
Many livestockm.en making application for some of the extra allocated nitrogen 
fertilizer available for top-dressing w.i.nter grazing this fall. 
